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Current Economic and Financial Developments

Economic Developments
Economic Growth
During the third quarter of 2014, real gross
domestic product (GDP) grew by 0.9 percent
quarter-on-quarter. This is attributed to the fact
that private consumption increased as did
investment in intellectual property products
while construction investment continued to
grow following the previous quarter, even
though facilities investment and exports turned
to negative growth.
Chart 1

Real GDP Growth Rates

its upward trend from the preceding period, but
investment in transportation equipment
decreased, particularly for other types of transport equipment.
Construction investment increased by 2.5 percent quarter-on-quarter. Construction increased
mainly for non-residential use, as the totality of
commenced construction work maintained an
upward trend. Civil engineering construction
also slightly increased, centering on government
construction projects.
Investment in intellectual property products
increased by 0.6 percent quarter-on-quarter as
both R&D and other intellectual property products grew.
The export of goods and services decreased
by 2.2 percent quarter-on-quarter. The export of
services increased, centering on domestic
spending by non-resident households, while
those involving goods decreased, centering on
display panels and automobiles.

Source : Bank of Korea「National Accounts」

Final consumption expenditure increased by
1.3 percent quarter-on-quarter. Private consumption increased by 1.0 percent, particularly centering on durable and semi-durable goods.
Government expenditure increased by 2.3
percent due to greater spending on goods and
national health insurance. Facilities investment
decreased by 0.5 percent compared to the previous quarter. Investment in machinery continued

The import of goods and services decreased
by 0.5 percent quarter-on-quarter. The import of
goods slightly increased, led by increases in
crude oil imports, while those of services
decreased, centering on transportation services.
By industrial sector, the manufacturing industry posted a decrease of 0.8 percent in production quarter-on-quarter due to a reduction in the
export of electric and electronic devices, such as
display panels and smartphones. The service
industry posted an increase of 1.4 percent in
production, quarter-on-quarter. This was mainly
backed by the fact that food and accommoda-
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Table 1

Growth Rates by Component of Expenditure1)
Unit : percent

2012

GDP
Final consumption expenditure
(Private consumption)
(Government consumption)
Gross fixed capital formation
(Facilities)
(Construction)
(Intellectual property products)
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services

2013

Year

Year

2.3
2.2
1.9
3.4
-0.5
0.1
-3.9
8.6
5.1
2.4

p

2014p

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

3.0

0.6

1.0

1.1

0.9

0.9

0.5

0.9

2.2
2.0
2.7
4.2
-1.5
6.7
7.3
4.3
1.6

0.0
-0.1
0.5
5.6
1.5
6.5
9.4
0.2
0.6

0.9
0.7
1.6
2.2
1.0
4.6
-2.2
2.6
1.8

0.9
1.0
0.4
1.1
2.7
0.2
1.2
-1.1
-0.4

0.6
0.6
0.9
-0.7
5.6
-5.2
1.8
1.4
2.9

0.1
0.2
0.0
3.2
-1.9
5.1
6.5
1.5
-0.8

-0.2
-0.3
0.3
-0.2
1.1
0.4
-3.6
1.7
1.1

1.3
1.0
2.3
1.3
-0.5
2.5
0.6
-2.2
-0.5

Notes : 1) Compared with the preceding period.
2) p : preliminary
Source : Bank of Korea「National Accounts」

tion services expanded owing to the hosting of
the Incheon Asian Games, while financial and
insurance services grew owing to higher stock
prices and the increased lending following a
decrease in interest rates. The construction
industry posted an increase of 1.1 percent quarter-on-quarter, as building construction for nonresidential use increased. The production rates
seen in the agriculture, forestry, and fishing
industries increased 2.5 percent due to an
increase in fishery catches and the production of
crops, such as fruit. The production from the
electricity, gas, and water supply industries
increased 4.7 percent, owing to a hike in sales of
electric power.
The Korean economy is forecast to recover
modestly backed by improved global economic
conditions and a drop in oil prices. On the path
to economic growth, upside risks, such as a further decrease in international oil prices and
greater U.S. economic growth, coexist with
downside risks, such as a prolonged contraction
in investment and consumer sentiment and a
delayed recovery in the economic growth of
China and the euro zone, but the downside risks
are likely to prevail.
Consumption is expected to follow an upward
trend, due to a growth in the real purchasing
power of households, helped by less fuel spend-
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ing on the back of international oil price cuts
and a rise in the number of the employed. Yet,
consumption growth rate is likely to be modest
and affected by constraints, such as sluggish
consumer sentiment and the accumulation of
household debt.
Chart 2

Consumer Sentiment Index

Source : Bank of Korea「Consumer Survey」

Facilities investment is expected to continue
its increasing trend, helped by an increase in the
machinery orders received - a leading indicator
for facilities investment - and government measures for boosting investment. Yet, a delayed
recovery in investment sentiment, non-operating
manufacturing facilities, and the implementation
of the greenhouse gas emission trading scheme
are expected to restrain investment growth.

Chart 3

Construction investment is projected to gradually increase, mainly for residential use and civil
engineering. Buildings for residential use are
expected to increase due to sustained housing
price growth and new apartments for sale. The
slump in civil engineering construction will likely be alleviated by greater government budgets
for social overhead capital (SOC) in 2015.

Machinery Orders Received and
OECD Leading Indicator

(S.A.,trillion won)

(trend=100)

Employment and Wages
In the third quarter of 2014, the seasonally
adjusted number of the employed increased by
224,000 persons quarter-on-quarter, encouraged
by the economic recovery and the government’s
policy efforts for job-creation. The number also
rose by 517,000 persons year-on-year, as the
brisk pace of increase, well above its long-term
trend (annual average +325,000 people during
2001~07), continued.

note: 1) The sum of figures from October to November was calculated into
quarterly data.
Source: Statistics Korea, OECD

Chart 4

Rate of Increase in New Apartments for
Sale1) and Start Work for Residential Use2)

(yoy, %)

(yoy, %)

Number of Employed

Chart 5

(yoy, ten thousands)

(SA, ten thousands)

Notes : 1) Rate of Increase in 2015 1Q refers to the plan
2) Rate of Increase in 2014 4Q refers to that in October and November
Source : Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Real Estate 114

Source : Statistics Korea「Economically Active Population Survey」

Table 2

Growth Rates of Economic Activity by Sector1)
Unit : percent

2012

Agriculture, forestry & fishing
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas & water supply
Construction
Services

2013

Year

Year

-0.9
2.4
4.0
-1.8
2.8

5.8
3.3
1.4
3.6
2.9

p

2014p

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

-4.1
1.2
-3.2
2.7
0.5

1.9
1.2
-2.6
1.7
1.2

4.6
1.2
-0.3
1.9
0.7

7.4
0.8
8.3
-2.4
0.8

-4.4
2.2
-4.5
1.2
0.6

-3.7
0.9
-2.3
0.2
0.6

2.5
-0.8
4.7
1.1
1.4

Notes : 1) Compared with the preceding period.
2) p : preliminary
Source :Bank of Korea
「National Accounts」
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By industry, the number of the employed in
the construction, service, and manufacturing
industries significantly rose by 56,000 persons,
190,000 persons and 63,000 persons, respectively, quarter-on-quarter. In the service sector, the
number of the employed in wholesale & retail
businesses and accommodation & food services
sharply increased by 59,000 persons and 67,000
persons, respectively, while the health and
social welfare services saw the number of the
employed jump by 50,000 persons. The number
of persons employed in manufacturing continued its upward trend, especially in the electronic
parts and other machinery and equipment businesses.

Chart 6

Number of Employed by Industry

(S.A., ten thousands)

Source : Statistics Korea「Economically Active Population Survey」

The seasonally adjusted employment rate rose
by 0.4 percentage points, from the previous
quarter, to 60.3 percent, helped by a sharp rise
in the number of persons employed. The seasonally-adjusted unemployment rate declined
0.2 percentage points, from the previous quarter,
to 3.5 percent.

By employment status, the number of wage &
salary workers increased by 195,000 persons,
accelerating its upward trend, as the number of
temporary employees increased by 138,000 persons. The number of non-salary and selfemployed workers also increased 27,000 persons and 23,000 persons, respectively.

Employment-related Indicators

Table 3

Unit : thousand persons, percent

2012

2013

Year

Year

25,501
61.3

25,873
61.5

25,637
61.2

25,794
61.3

820
3.2

807
3.1

824
3.2

(Employment rate)

24,681
(436.5)
59.4

25,066
(385.8)
59.6

<Non S.A.>
Labor force
(Participation rate)

25,501
61.3

<S.A.>
Labor force
(Participation rate)
Unemployment level
(Unemployment rate)
Employment level1)

Unemployment level
(Unemployment rate)
Employment level2)
(Employment rate)

2014
Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Oct.~Nov.

25,967
61.6

26,087
61.8

26,499
62.6

26,417
62.2

26,587
62.5

26,623
62.4

807
3.1

804
3.1

791
3.0

933
3.5

972
3.7

918
3.5

919
3.5

24,813
(58.9)
59.2

24,987
(174.4)
59.4

25,163
(176.1)
59.7

25,296
(132.5)
59.9

25,566
(270.4)
60.4

25,445
(-121.3)
59.9

25,669
(223.9)
60.3

25,704
(34.9)
60.2

25,873
61.5

25,091
59.9

26,138
62.2

26,187
62.1

26,078
61.7

25,945
61.3

26,767
63.1

26,810
63.0

26,797
62.8

820
3.2

807
3.1

907
3.6

812
3.1

777
3.0

733
2.8

1,031
4.0

977
3.7

884
3.3

838
3.1

24,681
(436.4)
59.4

25,066
(385.8)
59.6

24,184
(257.4)
57.7

25,326
(323.6)
60.2

25,410
(420.8)
60.3

25,346
(541.4)
60.0

24,913
(729.4)
58.8

25,790
(463.7)
60.8

25,927
(516.5)
60.9

25,959
(422.1)
60.8

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Notes : 1) Figures in parentheses refer to the change compared with the preceding period.
2) Figures in parentheses refer to the change compared with the same period of the previous year.
Source : Statistics Korea
「Economically Active Population Survey」
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Table 4

Rates of Increase in Nominal Wages1)
Unit : percent

2012

2013

Year

Year

Nominal wages of employees
Nominal wages of regular employees
(Regular payment)
(Overtime payment)
(Special payment)
Nominal wages of temporary & daily employees

5.3
5.3
5.5
1.0
5.8
6.4

(Manufacturing)
(Construction)
(Wholesale and retail trade)
(Transportation)
(Accommodation and food service activities)
(Information and communications)
(Financial and insurance activities)
(Real estate activities and renting and leasing)
(Business services)
(Education)

6.1
4.2
6.1
8.2
5.2
4.3
4.6
8.8
5.3
4.6

p

2014p

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

3.9
3.8
4.4
1.7
1.8
6.5

3.7
3.8
4.7
0.8
1.1
5.5

4.6
4.3
4.7
-0.4
3.9
8.7

3.9
3.8
4.2
2.7
2.7
8.4

3.2
3.2
3.9
3.5
-0.1
3.8

2.9
2.9
3.2
6.8
0.4
2.8

1.8
2.1
3.2
10.5
-9.2
0.1

1.5
1.2
3.2
10.7
-9.9
-1.5

4.7
6.2
1.5
5.5
1.9
2.2
1.4
3.4
5.2
4.4

6.0
6.1
1.4
6.5
2.3
1.4
1.4
0.4
4.3
5.3

4.3
8.0
4.2
4.9
-1.7
5.1
0.1
4.3
7.6
5.9

4.1
5.7
0.5
5.1
2.9
1.8
3.8
3.5
5.3
4.9

4.4
4.9
-0.1
5.4
4.4
0.4
-0.1
5.5
3.7
3.9

5.6
2.1
0.4
0.2
1.7
-4.2
0.6
4.7
3.6
2.5

3.6
2.4
1.9
2.4
-1.1
-0.7
1.5
0.4
0.7
0.4

1.6
3.0
-0.1
2.5
0.3
0.2
4.3
2.6
0.7
3.9

Note : 1) Compared with the same period of the previous year.
Source : Ministry of Employment and Labor「Labor Force Survey at Establishments」

The number of persons employed, from October 2014 to November 2014, increased by
422,000 persons compared to the same period of
the previous year, posting a lower rate of growth
than in the previous quarter but continuing its
upward trend.
The number of persons employed is expected
to continue to rise on the back of the government’s job creation policy, but its growth rate is
projected to gradually reduce.

Prices
Consumer prices in the third quarter of 2014
marked an increase of 1.4 percent year-on-year,
a lower increase than the 1.6 percent seen in the
previous quarter. Compared to the last month of
the previous quarter, consumer prices climbed
by 0.3 percent, which is less of an increase than
that of the ordinary year1)owing to a reduction in
oil prices.
Chart 7

Nominal wages increased by 1.5 percent yearon-year during the third quarter of 2014, less
growth than in the preceding quarter. The
upward trend in the nominal wages of regular
employees slowed slightly due to a reduction in
special wages compared to the previous quarter.
By industry, the rise in nominal wages accelerated in construction (3.0 percent), but it flattened
out in the manufacturing sector, showing a
reduced increase of a mere 1.6 percent and with
wholesale and retail businesses turning to negative growth of 0.1 percent.

Consumer Prices

(year-on-year, %)

Source : Statistics Korea

1) In the third quarters of years from 2009 to 2013, consumer prices increased an average of 1.0 percent compared to the last month of the previous quarter.
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By item, the prices of agricultural, livestock &
marine products fell further than the previous
quarter, as agricultural product prices registered
a 10 percent drop owing to a hike in supply
amid favorable weather conditions, while the
prices of livestock products slowed in their
upward trend.
In the case of industrial products, the upward
pace slowed to the mid 1 percent range. nonpetroleum products maintained an upward pace
similar to that of the preceding quarter, but oil
prices dropped further.
Service charges registered an increased rate of
mid/high 1 percent range, which is similar to
that of the preceding quarter.
Consumer prices during the months of October and November registered a increase in the
low 1 percent range, continuing a slow down of
their upward trend, affected by a drop in
international oil prices2)
In the case of core inflation during the third
quarter of 2014, the CPI excluding agricultural
products and oils and the CPI excliding food

and energy, rose by 2.2 percent and 1.9 percent,
respectively, year-on-year. During the months of
October and November, these core inflation
indices decreased to the mid and high 1 percent
range due to the slowdown in price increases
for industrial goods, such as processed foods, as
a result of the price discount campaigns hosted
by large retailers.
Going forward, consumer prices are expected
to continue their low level of increase for a considerable period as the effects of the decline in
international oil prices spread following a certain lag time.
Producer prices in the third quarter of 2014
continued to fall, centering on the prices for
agricultural, forestry & marine products. During
the months of October and November, their
downward trend expanded due to drop in
international oil prices.
Export and import prices on a Korean won
basis, in the third quarter of 2014, continued a
downward trend, due to the weakening of
international commodity prices. During the

Rates of Increase in Consumer Prices1)2)

Table 5

Unit : percent

2012
Year

2013
Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

2014
Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Oct.~Nov.

Consumer prices

2.2
(1.4)
Agricultural, livestock &marine products 3.1
Industrial products
2.8
Electricity·water·gas supply 5.0
Services
1.4

1.3
(1.1)
-0.6
0.9
4.5
1.5

1.6
(0.8)
2.2
0.8
4.8
1.6

1.2
(-0.3)
-0.6
0.2
5.7
1.7

1.4
(0.8)
0.1
1.1
3.5
1.5

1.1
(-0.2)
-4.3
1.4
4.2
1.3

1.1
(1.0)
-4.7
1.6
5.4
1.3

1.6
(0.1)
-2.2
2.0
4.2
1.6

1.4
(0.3)
-3.3
1.6
3.4
1.7

1.1
(-0.5)
-1.0
0.2
2.7
1.7

CPI excluding agricultural products & oils 1.6
(1.1)
CPI excluding food & energy
1.5
(1.3)

1.6
(1.9)
1.5
(1.6)

1.4
(0.5)
1.5
(0.5)

1.6
(0.5)
1.5
(0.4)

1.6
(0.4)
1.4
(0.3)

1.9
(0.4)
1.6
(0.4)

1.9
(0.7)
1.5
(0.6)

2.2
(0.5)
1.8
(0.3)

2.2
(0.2)
1.9
(0.2)

1.7
(0.0)
1.5
(0.0)

Notes: 1) Compared with the same period of the previous year.
2) Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase compared with the last month of the preceding period.
Source: Statistics Korea
「Consumer Price Index」

2)
Dubai oil prices ($/barrel)1)

July 2014
106.1(2.5)

August
101.9(-4.8)

September
96.6(-10.5)

October
86.8(-17.8)

Note: 1) Average during the period/ Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase (%) compared to the same month of the previous year
Source: Korea National Oil Corporation
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November
77.1(-26.9)

Rates of Increase in Producer Prices, Export and Import Prices1)2)

Table 6

Unit : percent

2012
Year
Producer prices

0.7
(-1.2)
Agricultural, forestry & marine products 0.8
Manufacturing products
-0.4
Electric power, gas & water supply
7.5
Services
1.6
3)

Export prices

3)

Import prices

-2.4
(-7.2)
-0.7
(-9.0)

2013

2014
Oct.~Nov.

Year

Ⅰ

-1.6
(-0.4)
-6.0
-3.0
5.7
0.4

-1.9
(0.5)
-5.7
-3.4
5.1
0.4

-2.3
(-0.7)
-7.7
-3.9
6.7
0.1

-1.4
(0.2)
-5.8
-2.6
5.1
0.4

-0.9
(-0.3)
-4.5
-2.0
5.7
0.5

-0.6
(0.4)
-1.3
-2.1
6.9
1.3

-0.1
(-0.1)
1.7
-1.5
5.7
1.6

-0.2
(-0.4)
-0.2
-1.6
5.1
1.8

-0.9
(-1.0)
1.5
-2.7
4.5
1.5

-4.3
(-2.1)
-7.3
(-3.5)

-6.5
(2.6)
-10.0
(1.1)

-4.5
(2.3)
-8.0
(0.4)

-2.8
(-3.9)
-5.9
(-2.5)

-3.1
(-2.9)
-5.3
(-2.5)

-3.3
(0.4)
-4.1
(0.1)

-8.6
(-4.3)
-7.5
(-4.2)

-8.2
(0.2)
-9.1
(-2.5)

-3.1
(2.0)
-7.8
(-1.9)

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Notes: 1) Compared with the same period of the previous year.
2) Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase compared with the last month of the preceding period.
3) Korean won basis.
Source: Bank of Korea「Producer Price Index」,「Export/Import Price Index」

October~November period, import prices fell
sharply, while export prices slowed their downward trend due to the higher won-dollar
exchange rates.
Real Estate Prices
In the third quarter of 2014, housing prices
nationwide increased 0.5 percent compared to
the last month of the previous quarter.
By region, housing prices in the Seoul metropolitan area strengthened their upward trend as
Chart 8

Buyer Superiority Index and
Seoul Apartment Transaction Volume
(Seoul metropolitan area)
(unit:1,000)

purchase sentiment was boosted by the government’s series of policies for revitalizing the
housing market, while those in the non-Seoul
metropolitan area, across the nation, continued
their upward trend, centering on Daegu and
Ulsan where real estate development opportunities exist.
During the months of October and November,
housing prices nationwide increased by 0.5 percent. However, as the housing market entered
an off-season during November, housing sales
reduced and the price increase slowed down.
In the third quarter of 2014, housing leasehold
prices nationwide marked a rise of 0.7 percent
compared to the last month of the preceding
quarter. As demand exceeded housing supply in
the Seoul metropolitan area, outside of the Seoul
metropolitan area housing leasehold prices
showed the high growth rate.
During the months of October and November,
housing leasehold prices nationwide increased
0.6 percent amid the increased supply of houses
for lease.

Source : Seoul Metropolitan Government, Kookmin Bank
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Rates of Increase in Real Estate Prices1)

Table 7

Unit : percent

2012

2013

2014

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Housing prices
0.0
(Seoul metropolitan area)
-3.0
(Non Seoul metropolitan area) 3.1

0.4
-1.4
2.7

-0.2
-0.6
0.4

-0.1
-0.5
0.6

0.0
-0.4
0.6

0.6
0.1
1.2

0.6
0.3
0.9

0.3
0.1
0.7

0.5
0.4
0.8

0.5
0.4
0.7

Housing leasehold prices
3.5
(Seoul metropolitan area)
2.1
(Non Seoul metropolitan area) 4.6

5.7
7.0
4.2

0.9
0.9
1.1

0.8
0.8
0.8

1.8
2.5
0.8

2.1
2.7
1.4

1.4
1.8
0.9

0.7
0.7
0.8

0.7
0.9
0.7

0.6
0.7
0.6

Land price

1.1

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.4

1.0

Ⅲ

Oct.~Nov.

Note:1) Compared with the last month of the preceding period.
Source : Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Kookmin Bank

Chart 9

Rates of Increase in Housing
Leasehold Prices (Seoul metropolitan area)

(%)

Chart 10
(billion US dollars)

Exports
(year-on-year, %)

(%)

Source : Korea Customs Service
Source : Kookmin Bank

External Transactions
During the third quarter of 2014, exports on a
customs clearance basis increased by 3.6 percent
compared to the same period of the previous
year.
By region, exports to developed countries,
such as the U.S. and the EU, carried on their
upward trend, while those to Japan decreased.
As for emerging markets, exports to China
shrank, while those to Southeast Asia grew.
Exports to the US rose, led by automobiles,
steel and metal, and exports to the EU rose, particularly for chemical products and ships. Those
to Japan decreased, notably for petroleum products.
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Exports to China declined, led by ships,
machinery, and petroleum products, while
exports expanded to Southeast Asia, led by
petroleum products.
By item, the export of IT products rose by 3.7
percent year-on-year as exports of semiconductors increased, owing to the increased unit
prices and demand for memory semiconductors,
and the export of wireless telecommunication
equipment expanded due to new product
releases and increased demand from emerging
markets.
The export of non-IT products increased by
3.6 percent year-on-year as those of steel
increased owing to a rise in unit prices of steel
products and the base effect, and the export of

Exports by Destination and Sector1)
(customs clearance basis)

Table 8

Unit : billion US dollars, %

2012

Exports

U S
Japan
E U
China
Southeast Asia
Central & South America
IT products
Non-IT products
Non-Ship

2013

2014

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

547.9
(-1.3)

559.6
(2.1)

135.3
(0.3)

141.2
(0.7)

136.8
(2.8)

146.4
(4.7)

137.5
(1.6)

145.7
(3.2)

141.8
(3.6)

98.4
(0.0)

(4.1)
(-2.2)
(-11.4)
(0.1)
(4.6)
(-8.4)

(6.0)
(-10.7)
(-1.0)
(8.6)
(-0.9)
(-1.2)

(-4.7)
(-9.7)
(-9.1)
(6.9)
(2.2)
(-4.3)

(9.1)
(-13.6)
(1.6)
(12.5)
(2.0)
(-2.1)

(8.3)
(-10.2)
(-4.1)
(9.4)
(1.2)
(1.4)

(12.5)
(-9.3)
(8.4)
(5.9)
(-8.1)
(0.8)

(2.6)
(-10.1)
(16.2)
(2.8)
(4.5)
(-14.5)

(13.0)
(0.0)
(6.9)
(-2.8)
(0.5)
(-15.4)

(15.0)
(-3.5)
(4.3)
(-1.7)
(1.9)
(13.7)

(22.5)
(-15.2)
(-8.4)
(0.0)
(-3.2)
(26.1)

120.2
(-3.5)
427.6
(-0.7)
509.7
(1.8)

130.9
(8.8)
428.8
(0.3)
523.5
(2.7)

30.0
(9.4)
105.3
(-2.0)
126.6
(3.0)

32.6
(11.8)
108.6
(-2.2)
131.5
(3.3)

33.3
(8.9)
103.5
(0.9)
128.4
(1.2)

35.0
(5.7)
111.4
(4.4)
137.0
(3.4)

32.4
(7.8)
105.2
(-0.1)
129.3
(2.1)

32.9
(1.2)
112.7
(3.8)
134.5
(2.3)

34.5
(3.7)
107.2
(3.6)
133.0
(3.5)

24.8
(2.6)
73.6
(-0.8)
91.7
(-1.3)

Oct.~Nov.

Notes :1)Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase compared with the same period of the previous year(%).
Source : Korea Customs Service

Imports by Sector and Use1)
(customs clearance basis)

Table 9
2012

Unit : billion US dollars, %

2013

2014

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Imports

519.6
(-0.9)

515.6
(-0.8)

129.7
(-2.9)

126.8
(-2.8)

126.0
(0.3)

133.1
(2.5)

132.3
(2.0)

130.9
(3.3)

132.8
(5.4)

85.5
(-3.6)

Non-Crude Oil

411.3
(-2.9)
194.5
(-2.6)

416.3
(1.2)
202.5
(4.1)

103.6
(-2.3)
48.0
(-2.2)

103.4
(0.4)
50.2
(4.2)

101.4
(1.6)
50.5
(5.5)

107.9
(5.4)
53.8
(8.9)

107.5
(3.8)
50.0
(4.1)

107.4
(3.8)
53.7
(6.9)

106.6
(5.2)
53.6
(6.3)

71.2
(-0.6)
36.9
(1.3)

325.0
(0.1)
140.4
(-4.2)
54.2
(2.0)

313.1
(-3.7)
144.3
(2.8)
58.3
(7.5)

81.7
(-3.4)
34.3
(-4.9)
13.7
(5.5)

76.6
(-6.9)
35.9
(3.1)
14.3
(7.2)

75.6
(-2.9)
36.0
(5.1)
14.5
(6.3)

79.2
(-1.4)
38.1
(8.1)
15.8
(10.8)

82.4
(0.8)
34.9
(1.8)
15.0
(9.7)

77.3
(0.9)
37.6
(4.5)
16.1
(12.8)

79.2
(4.8)
36.4
(1.1)
17.3
(19.0)

48.5
(-7.1)
25.7
(-0.6)
11.3
(6.1)

Non-Raw materials & Fuels

Raw materials & Fuels
Capital goods
Consumer goods

Oct.~Nov.

Notes :1) Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase compared with the same period of the previous year(%).
Source : Korea Customs Service

machinery expanded due to greater demand in
developed countries.
During the months of October and November
of 2014, exports maintained the same level compared to the same period of the previous year.
This is attributed to the fact that exports of nonIT products decreased while those of IT products increased.

Broken down by product group, exports of IT
products increased by 2.6 percent, led by semiconductors and computers, while those of nonIT products decreased by 0.8 percent, centering
on petroleum products and automobiles.
During the third quarter of 2014, imports on a
customs clearance basis increased by 5.4% compared to the same period of the previous year.
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Table 10

Current Account
Unit : billion US dollars

2012

2013

2014

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Current Account

50.8

81.1

12.6

22.3

22.3

23.9

15.2

24.2

22.6

20.2

Goods
Services
Primary Income
Secondary Income

49.4
-5.2
12.1
-5.5

82.8
-6.5
9.1
-4.2

14.3
-2.7
1.8
-0.8

20.6
0.6
1.7
-0.5

23.3
-2.1
2.3
-1.3

24.6
-2.4
3.2
-1.5

17.7
-3.5
1.9
-1.0

26.4
-1.8
1.3
-1.7

21.7
-0.9
3.1
-1.3

18.5
-0.4
2.6
-0.6

Ⅲ

Oct.~Nov.

Source: Bank of Korea「Balance of Payments」

By product group, imports of commodities
increased due to a greater import volume of
crude oil and increased import of low-priced
Chinese steel products. The import of consumer
goods continued its upward trend, led by automobiles and clothing.
During the months of October and November
of 2014, imports decreased by 3.6 percent yearon-year despite the upward trend of consumer
goods import, due to a sharp decrease in crude
oil imports as a result of falling oil prices.
Meanwhile, the current account balance posted a surplus of 22.6 billion dollars in the third
quarter of 2014. This was ascribable to the fact
that the surplus in the goods account balance
continued and the primary income surplus
widened. During the months of October and
November 2014, the current account posted a
surplus of 20.2 billion dollars, largely backed by
the sustained surplus in the goods account balance.

The Treasury bond (three-yr) yield hit as low
as 2.46 percent, which was lower than the base
rate on July 23, caused by the widespread anticipation of a lowering of the base rate, due to
positive government messaging about its commitment to boosting the economy and the
minority opinion in favor of a lowering of the
base rate at the BOK’s Monetary Policy Committee meeting held on July 10.
However, after the actual cut in the base rate,
the yield rebounded to 2.58 percent (August 22)
for such reasons as profit-taking and the
improved US economic indicators. However, it
fell back to 2.30 percent at the end of the third
quarter due to sluggish domestic economic indicators and expanded geopolitical risks in
Ukraine and the Middle East during September.
Chart 11

Interest Rates

(%)

Financial and Foreign Exchange
Markets Developments
Financial Markets
During the third quarter of 2014, yields on
three-year Treasury bonds sharply decreased
due to a cut in the base interest rate (2.50 percent →2.25 percent, August 14) and by the
anticipation of additional monetary easing by
the ECB.
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Note : 1) Average interest rates on bonds rated by Korean private credit rating agencts
Source : Korea Financial Investment Association

Bank Lending and Corporate Funding
(Changes during the period)

Table 11

Unit: billion won

2012

Bank loan to enterprises
(Large enterprises)
(Small and medium enterprises)
Net CP issuance
Net bond issuance
Equity issuance1)
Bank loan to household
[Including mortgage loans
assigned to KHFC]2)
(Mortgage loans)
[Including mortgage loans
assigned to KHFC]2)
(Others incl. overdraft accounts)

2013

2014

Year

Year

32,855
27,090
5,765
5,419
17,473
2,776
11,490

34,779
8,202
26,577
954
3,065
6,489
13,911

10,875
2,553
8,322
5,901
2,091
605
-4,946

12,423
4,633
7,790
2,553
1,036
1,028
8,274

14,357
5,390
8,967
2,331
220
1,649
2,106

-2,876
-4,374
1,498
-9,832
-282
3,207
8,477

16,813
6,597
10,217
2,045
-2,579
1,270
158

15,785
6,882
8,903
-2,084
-34
1,698
8,313

10,179
1,012
9,167
-1,310
2,288
1,315
12,381

11,283
1,892
9,391
-21
2,230
2,690
12,366

20,875

23,306

-643

10,572

5,547

7,830

-620

6,392

11,105

13,804

10,879

11,261

-2,173

5,639

1,092

6,702

2,020

7,462

11,915

10,474

20,264

20,656

2,131

7,937

4,533

6,055

1,242

5,541

10,638

11,912

685

2,800

-2,681

2,664

1,047

1,770

-1,832

872

481

1,893

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Oct.~Nov.

Notes: 1) Sum of KOSPI and KOSDAQ markets
2) Includes KHFC Bogeumjariloans and bank loans assigned to the KHFC.
Source: Bank of Korea

Even after the base rate was lowered again for
two months (2.25 percent →2.00 percent, October 15) in October, the Treasury bond (three-yr)
yield continued its downward trend, hitting 2.07
percent, the lowest for the year, at the end of
November, on account of stronger anticipation
of the base rate being further lowered, following
additional quantitative easing by the Bank of
Japan (October 31) and a cut in the deposit and
loan interest rates by the People’s Bank of China
(November 21).
In the third quarter of 2014, the KOSPI
marked its highest level on July 30 at 2,083. It
benefited from a series of government
announcements involving economic stimulation
measures, an improvement in Chinese economic
indicators, and an increase in the won-dollar
exchange rate.
However, as of the end of the third quarter,
the KOSPI fell slightly, due to the emergence of
geopolitical risks centering on the Middle East,
and posted 2,020, a 0.4 percent increase from
the end of the previous year. The KOSDAQ
index, however, continued to rise as the government established a technology stock investment

fund and announced plans to support venture
capitalists. It registered 581, the highest of the
year, on September 19, while posting 573 at the
end of the third quarter, a 14.6 percent increase
compared to that of the end of the previous
year.
In October, the KOSPI abruptly dropped to
1901 (October 17) amid concerns over a possible worsening of corporate performance in the
wake of sluggish economic indicators for major
euro zone countries, increased uncertainty over
the Greece bailout fund and restructuring, and a
weakening of the yen against the dollar. But it
rebounded owing to an improvement in the US
economic indicators and monetary easing policies by the ECB and the People’s Bank of China.
Meanwhile, the KOSDAQ displayed a similar
trend to that of the KOSPI during October, but it
declined again after November, following the
announcement of worsened corporate performance for the third quarter. As of the end of
November, the KOSPI and the KOSDAQ registered 1,981 and 545, respectively.
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Chart 12

Stock Prices Movements

(1980. 1. 4=100)

(1996. 7. 1=1,000)

panies’ participation in capital increase, with
consideration and public offerings to restructure
their governance frameworks.
Bank household lending (including mortgage
loans assigned to the KHFC) further expanded,
centering on home mortgage loans, mainly influenced by the buoyancy of housing transactions,
the government’s easing of the LTV?DTI regulations, and the record-low loan interest rates.
Foreign Exchange Markets

Source : Korea Exchange

In the third quarter of 2014, bank lending to
enterprises slowed compared to the preceding
quarter. This is attributed to the fact that bank
lending to large companies increased slightly, as
they looked to corporate bond markets due to
lower corporate bond rates, although bank lending to small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) continued solid growth owing to sustained efforts by banks to expand lending.
Corporate fund-raising through direct financial
markets began to increase as the issuance of
corporate bonds became easier, due to a fall in
market interest rates, even though the net
redemption of CP continued due to public corporations’ efforts to reduce their debt.
In the third quarter of 2014, bank household
lending (including mortgage loans assigned to
the KHFC) sharply increased, mainly in home
mortgage loans, as banks actively gave out mortgage loans to meet their target quota of fixedrate lending, coupled with greater borrowing
power as a result of the government’s easing of
the LTV?DTI regulations.
During October and November, bank lending
to the corporate sector continued its upward
trend, centering on SMEs. Companies’ fund-raising efforts, through the direct financial market,
slightly expanded its growth, owing mainly to a
net issuance of CPs as well as some large com-
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During the third quarter of 2014, the Korean
won, while showing reiterated fluctuations,
depreciated overall against the US dollar. In July,
the Korean won against the US dollar depreciated in response to concerns over an early
increase in the interest rates by the US Federal
Reserve, geopolitical risks in other countries,
such as Ukraine, and an anticipation of the lowering of the base rate by the Bank of Korea.
However, in August, the Korean won appreciated against the US dollar, owing to the continued
surplus in the current account balance and less
expectation of an additional cut in the base rate,
after the Monetary Policy Committee decided to
lower the base rate on August 14. Yet, in September, the Korean won against the US dollar
depreciated, owing to the strong US dollar and
the shift to a net outflow of foreign securities
investment funds in anticipation of a US economic recovery and the normalization of monetary policy by the US Federal Reserve. As of the
end of the third quarter of 2014, the Korean won
traded at 1,055.2 won per US dollar.
During the months of October and November,
the won-dollar exchange rate sharply increased,
influenced by the strong US dollar, based on the
FOMC results of the US Federal Reserve, which
were evaluated as being somewhat hawkish,
and the continued weakening of the yen, after
the Bank of Japan’s decision to implement additional quantitative easing. As of the end of
November, the Korean won traded at 1,107.9
won per US dollar.

Chart 13 Exchange Rate Trend of Korean Won
(Won)

Note : The won/dollar exchange rate is based on the market closing rate, and the
won/100 yen exchange rate is based on the cross rate notified by the Seoul
Money Brokerage Services Limited(SMBS)
Source : Bank of Korea

In the third quarter of 2014, the Korean won
appreciated against 100 Japanese yen, owing to
a dramatic decrease in Japan’s GDP growth rate
in the second quarter and an anticipation of
additional quantitative easing measures by the
Bank of Japan. As of the end of third quarter, the
Korean won traded at 960.2 per 100 Japanese
yen.
During the months of October and November,
the value of the Korean won against 100 yen
sharply increased due to the FOMC results of the
US Federal Reserve in October, the Bank of
Japan’s announcement of its additional monetary easing policy, a delayed second increase in
consumption taxes by the Japanese Government
and the third quarter’s GDP falling greatly short
of estimates. As of the end of November 2014,
the Korean won traded at 933.9 per 100 yen.
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GDP Forecast Based on Forecast Combinations
Using Monthly Data
Choi, Byung Jae*, Han, Jin Hyeon**
GDP statistics are very important information for the central bank’s policy-making process.
They do, however, have limitations in terms of their timeliness in capturing economic activity due
to the time lag that arises from their publication on a quarterly basis. In comparison, monthly
indicators that are released more frequently, such as financial information and the industrial production index, can provide useful information for judging economic conditions and the path of
future economic growth.
This paper aims to carry out GDP forecasts based on various time-series modeling using
monthly data and to improve forecasting results through a forecast combination of multiple forecasts.
The results show that several monthly indicators, including the composite index of business
indicators, the industrial production index, and the business survey index, help to improve GDP
forecasts significantly. In addition, forecast models using common movements of all monthly
data as information variables show better results than those using information in individual
monthly data.
Combined forecasts show better forecasting results than those using individual models. In particular, using forecast combinations after excluding forecasts with poor forecasting results show a
significant improvement in forecasting results. In addition, economic forecasts through forecast
combinations not only improve forecasting results but also use new information efficiently. This
will generate more stable forecasting results compared to individual models for changes in economic conditions.
I. Preface
II. GDP Forecast Using Monthly Data
III. GDP Forecast Based on Forecast Combinations
IV. Conclusion

■ The contents of this paper represent the personal opinions of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official view of the Bank of Korea. Any report/citation of this paper
should specify the names of the authors.

* Economist, Modeling & Forecasting Team, Macroeconomic Modeling Division, Research Department (02-759-4185, cbjecon@bok.or.kr)
**Junior Economist, Model-based Analysis Team, Macroeconomic Modeling Division, Research Department(02-759-4184, hanjh@bok.or.kr)
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I. Preface
GDP statistics are very important information
for the central bank’s policy-making process.
They do, however, have limitations in terms of
their timeliness in capturing economic activity
due to the time lag that arises from their publication on a quarterly basis. In comparison, monthly indicators that are released more frequently,
such as financial information or the industrial
production index, etc., include useful information for GDP forecasting. Therefore, when these
monthly data are combined in various ways and
used effectively, they can provide useful information for judging economic conditions and the
path of future economic growth. In addition,
because the attributes of the models for forecasting are unique to each model, each individual
model may generate disparate forecasts with the
same monthly indicator as the information variable. Thus combining either the models or the
monthly data may help to generate a more
coherent and more consistent forecast.
Recently, research results by the leading central banks1) and the global academic community
show that forecast combinations are more useful
than relying on one specific forecast.2) Forecast
combinations combine multiple forecasts from
various data and different models. Combined
forecasts can improve forecasting results beyond
the use of one specific model because they can
combine the information included in many variables and the advantages of different forecast
models. Moreover, economic forecasting based
on forecast combinations can utilize updated
monthly information efficiently and generate stable forecast results for changes in economic conditions, when compared to individual models.
This paper aims to carry out GDP forecasts
based on various time-series modeling using
monthly indicators and to improve forecasting

results through forecast combinations using multiple forecasts.
The results show that several monthly indicators, including the composite index of business
indicators, the industrial production index, and
the business survey index, help to improve GDP
forecasts significantly. In addition, forecast models using common movements of all monthly
data as information variables show better performance than those using information in individual monthly data. Also, combined forecasts generally show better forecasting results than those
using individual models. In particular, using
forecast combinations after excluding forecasts
with poor forecasting results show a significant
improvement in forecasting.
This paper is organized as follows. ChapterⅡ
explains the monthly data used and the process
of GDP forecasting using the data and forecast
models and examines the forecasting results.
Chapter Ⅲ introduces various forecast combinations and analyzes forecasting results. Lastly,
Chapter Ⅳ summarizes the results of this paper
and discusses its limitations and future research
directions.

II. GDP Forecast Based on Monthly Data
1. Forecasting process using monthly data
The k-period ahead GDP growth rate forecast based on the information set I tm using
f
monthly indicators is defined as Y t+k/I =E(Yt+Itm) The
forecasting horizon is set as the corresponding
quarter forecast (k=0)and two-quarter and
four-quarter-ahead forecasts (k=2,4). I tm of
quarter t, month m(m=1,2,3) consists of 69
monthly indicators.3) The 69 monthly indicators
include the industrial production index indicating domestic real activity; financial indicators
such as the interest rate and stock prices; price
tm

1) Norges Bank uses forecast combinations in SAM (System for Averaging Models), a time-series modeling system, to forecast GDP growth rate and inflation.
2) For empirical testing research on forecast combinations, refer to Aiolfi and Timmermann (2006), Barhoumi et al. (2008), Stock and Watson (2004) etc.,.
3) <Table 1> classifies monthly data used in empirical analysis by character and shows the number of monthly indicators included in each item.
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variables such as the consumer and producer
prices; the exchange rate; and the OECD industrial production index related to foreign activity.
The monthly information set Itm is renewed every
month with the release of new data. However,
due to the release time lag, the information set
Itm in quarter t, month m is not in a balanced
form but has missing values. For example,
monthly results of the interest rate, stock prices,
and business sentiment are released promptly in
that month, and new information on the M
month is added to the information set Itm. On the
other hand, the industrial production index, and
price variables such as the consumer price, have
a time lag of one month so the data from M1
month is released in month M, leaving the values from month m to be missing values in . Itm
Also, with the past data revisions due to the
restructuring of the base year and changing of
the standards in producing statistics, the timeseries may change in Itm regardless of the addition of new information4).
Table 1

Classification of Monthly Indicators

Classification

No. of
Indicators

Classification

No. of
Indicators

Money and Banking

6

Foreign Exchange Rat

4

Asset Price

2

Business Survey Index

3

Price

7

Industry

28

Trade

4

Energy Consumption

5

Global Business

3

Employment and Labor

6

Others

1

f

Therefore, a new forecast Y t+k/I is estimated, as
the information set Itm is updated with the addition of new information within a certain quarter,
f
defining the forecast error as e t+k/I =Y t+k-Y t +k/I ,
which is the difference between the actual value
f
Yt+k and the forecast value Y t+k/I . If the newly
released monthly data helps the GDP forecast
tm

tm

tm

tm

f(et+k/I ) , the loss function of the forecast f(et+k/I )
will be f(et+k/I ) ≥ f(et+k/I ) ≥ f(et+k/I ) ≥. In other
words, the forecast based on the second month
or third month information set will be closer to
the actual value than the forecast based on the
first month’s information set. In the analysis,
root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean
absolute error (MAE) were used for the forecast
loss function5).
The timeline of the release of monthly data
and GDP helps us to understand the changes in
the information set following the release of the
new monthly data. <Figure 1> shows the available time points of the GDP and various monthly data. Let’s say the quarter is t, andM1,M2,M3
are the first, second, and third months of that
quarter, respectively, and ⓐ, ⓑ, ⓒ are the data
collection time points at the end of every month.
GDP is announced as flash estimates of
quarter
‘s GDP, in quarter , month M1 and
as preliminary estimates of the GDP of quarter
, month. M3 Thus, at time points ⓐ, ⓑ, ⓒ,
GDP statistics of quarter
is unknown and
could be estimated with monthly indicators. The
monthly indicators and quarterly data updated in
the information set when collecting data at time
point ⓐ are as follows. First are the monthly
data without a release time-lag such as the interest rate, stock price, exchange rate, and the business survey - as information for month M 1 of
quarter ; second, the industrial production
index with a release time-lag of one month as
indicators for month M3 of quarter
, monthly
data with a release time-lag of two months such
as currency volume as the data for month M2 of
quarter
; and lastly, there are the data with a
release time lag of three months as data for
month M1 of quarter
.
Also, the flash estimates of the GDP of
quarter may be used as an information variable.
The new variables included in the information
tm

tm

tm

tm

tm

4) In the case of data revision, there were circumstances that made it difficult to collect the data before the revision. Thus, forecast changes due to the data revision were excluded
from the subject of analysis in this paper. Information related to the time lag of the monthly data used in the empirical analysis is explained in <Appendix 1> Monthly Indicators
5) RMSE is calculated as ,
MAE is calculated as ,

forecast value, actual value.
forecast value, actual value.
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Release Time Point of the GDP and Monthly Data and Changes in the Information Sets

Figure 1

t

M1

ⓐ

M2

ⓑ

M3

ⓒ

ⓐ Data released without a time-lag(e.g. interest rate, stock price) quarter t, month 1
Data released with a time-lag of one month(e.g. industrial production index) quarter t-1, month 3
Data released with a time-lag of two months(monetary aggregates) quarter t-1, month 2
Data released with a time-lag of three months(energy consumption volume) quarter t-1, month 1
GDP flash estimates for quarter t-1
ⓑ Data released without a time-lag(e.g. interest rate, stock price) quarter t, month 2
Data released with a time-lag of one month(e.g. industrial production index) quarter t, month 1
Data released with a time-lag of two months(monetary aggregates) quarter t-1, month 3
Data released with a time-lag of three months(energy consumption volume) quarter t-1, month 2
ⓒ Data released without a time-lag(e.g. interest rate, stock price) quarter t, month 3
Data released with a time-lag of one month(e.g. industrial production index) quarter t, month 2
Data released with a time-lag of two months(monetary aggregates) quarter t, month 1
Data released with a time-lag of three months(energy consumption volume) t-1 quarter 3 month
GDP preliminary estimates for t-1 quarter

set at time points ⓐ and ⓒ have similar structures to those at time point ⓐ Every time new
monthly data is released with a time lag, the
information set within t will change and some
monthly indicators will remain as missing values.
In the process of forecasting, the missing values must be interpolated. For example, in the
case of predicting quarter GDP at time point ⓑ
, monthly data of M 1 , M 2 , M 3 of t may be
required as per the forecast model 6) . For
instance, since the release time-lag is one month
for the industrial production index, the data of
t quarter M1 month can be used at time point ⓑ
Therefore, the data for M2 and M3 months which
are missing values should be generated. For the
energy consumption volume with a release time
lag of three months M3, the data of t-1 quarter
M2 month can only be collected at time point ⓑ
. In this case, the data of quarter t , months M1,
M2, M3 should be generated together with that of

uarter t-1 , month M3. This paper referred to
Barhoumi, et al. (2008), to generate the missing
value of the monthly data by using the AR(p)
model. Together with the corresponding
quarter’s forecast, the future forecast of the
monthly indicator was also used in the forecast
process after generating the missing value by
considering the release time lag of individual
monthly data.
The process of GDP forecasting using monthly data is shown in <Figure 2>. When forecasting
at time point ⓐ, all the monthly data that can be
used up to quarter t , month M1 should be collected, and monthly data through AR(p) for the
corresponding quarter and future forecasting
should be generated. For example, for the
industrial production index, in quarter t ,
month M1, the index up to quarter t-1 , month
M 3 can be collected. Thus, the M 1 , M 2 , M 3 months’ missing industrial production index values of quarter t should be interpolated. Such

6) The forecast model is discussed in Chapter II-2.
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data will be used in the corresponding quarter
forecast. For future forecasting, the monthly
industrial production index forecast value from
quarter t+1to quarter t+4 will be generated by
using the AR(p) model, and the value will be
used as an information variable for forecasting
after two-period-ahead and four-period-ahead
forecast. Likewise, at time point ⓑ, the missing
value will be generated and forecasting for the
corresponding quarter and future forecasting
will be carried out based on all the collectable
data up to quarter t month M2. For the industrial production index, the quarter t , month M2
data M3 will be newly updated at time point ⓑ.
Thus, the data of quarter , months , will be
interpolated and will be used as the information
variable for the corresponding quarter’s forecasting. The same method applies to ⓑ in future
forecasting. In this process, the forecasting path
of the monthly data and the GDP forecast are
revised with the newly added value.

2. Forecast model
Regarding the time-series forecast model for
the GDP forecast, we used the four classes of
models.7) In the forecast model, the year-on-year
GDP growth rate was used as a variable which
is a forecasting object.X-his the hth indicator after
being converted to a quarterly value.8)
Considering the relationships among variables
may evolve over time, the 7-year rolling window
estimation method and the recursive method
were used.
GDP figures used in the empirical analysis are
from Q1 1995 through Q1 2014, while monthly
data is from Jan. 1995 through Mar. 2014. Forecasting performance was evaluated by the outof-sample forecast performance from Q1 2007
through Q1 2014.
The first forecast model (“bridge_adl”) to be
introduced is a model that incorporates the timelag variable of the GDP growth rate and individual monthly data as an explanatory variable.
This model uses the data provided not only by

Figure 2

t

M1

ⓐ

M2

t+1

ⓑ

M3

t+2

t+3

t+4

ⓒ

ⓐ For the industrial production index, after generating the data of t quarter 1 ~
3 month, the new data will be used in the forecasting of the corresponding
index of +1~+4 quarter will be created and used in the forecast after Q2 and Q4.

months by collecting data up to t-1 quarter
~ t+4 quarter and the industrial production

3
t+1

ⓑ For the industrial production index, after generating the data of t quarter 1 ~ 3 months by collecting data up to t quarter
1 month, the new data will be used in the forecasting of the corresponding quarter, and the industrial production index of
t+1~ t+4 quarter will be created and used in the forecast after Q2 and Q4.
ⓒ For the industrial production index, after creating the data of t quarter 2 month by collecting data up to t quarter
the new data will be used in the forecasting of the corresponding quarter, and the industrial production index of t+1~
ter will be created and used in the forecast after Q2 and Q4.

3

month,
quar-

t+4

6) The forecast model is discussed in Chapter II-2.
7) The time-series model which was used in Barhoumi, et al. (2008) and Stock and Watson (2004) was chosen as a forecast model. In other research, this model is called a °∞bridge°±
model in the sense that it connects GDP and monthly data that have different release frequencies.
8) The sources and transformation criteria of the monthly data are explained in the [Appendix I: Monthly Indicators].
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In contrast to Stock and Watson (2002), this
model estimates t+k , to establish a forecast
model10) and uses a Kalman filter. We assume 4
and 6 common factors. In the case of 4 common
factors, the time-lag of the t was 2 and 4, while
the time-lag was 2 and 3 in the case of 6 common factors.
A total of 296 forecast values were generated
based on the information variables and forecast
models with half of the values using the recursive method and the remaining half using the
rolling window method.

the autoregressive variable, but also by the individual monthly data for the forecast and is
expressed with the regression formula as below.

p, the autoregressive time-lag, and the timelag for the monthly data, qh, were determined
based on the Schwarz Information Criterion
(“SIC”). Each time the estimation was made, the
time lag was newly estimated. The second forecast model (“bridge_exo” is established only
with the individual monthly data without the
autoregressive time-lag of the GDP growth rate.

Table 2

Model Type

The time-lag qh was determined by the SIC,
and the new time-lag was estimated each time
the estimation was made. While the first and
second classes of models utilize individual
monthly data, the following two classes of models use common movement included in the
monthly data as an information variable. We
estimated Ft, the common factor of monthly data
through the principal component analysis,
adopting the forecasting method of Stock and
Watson (2002), and then used the F t as an
explanatory variable to define the forecast
model for (“bridge_sw”),Yt+k.9)

Forecast Model and Number of
Forecast Values
Name

Number of Forecast Values
Recursive

Rolling-Window

ARDL Model

bridge_adl

69

69

Exogenous
Model
Factor Model

bridge_exo

69

69

bridge_sw
bridge_grs

6
4

6
4

148

148

Total

3. Forecasting results
We compared the performance of the forecasting that used monthly data with the forecasting performance of the AR(4) Model11), which is
a benchmark model.12)
In Table 3, each cell shows a range of forecasting results varied by information set, with
forecasting performances of the first month (M1)
and third month (M3) compared to each other.
Our analyses on the results of the corresponding quarter and the future (two-quarter-ahead,
and four-quarter-ahead) forecasts13) are summarized below.
First, some monthly data help to improve
GDP forecasts. The RMSE and MAE derived from
several models that use some monthly data are

The number of common factors in this model
was set from 1 to 6. The last forecast model
(“bridge_grs” incorporates dynamics of the common factors and is structured as follows.

10) Two-step estimation method of Doz, Giannone and Reichlin (2011) is applied where common factors were derived from the principal component analysis, followed by the estimation of the dynamics of common factors through the Kalman filter.
11) The VAR model which considers the relationship among macroeconomic variables could be used as a benchmark model. However, this paper only used the AR model for comparison and referred to past studies because the variables in use may be combined differently.
12) AR(4) was used since it shows better forecasting performance than AR(2) while lag 2 was chosen based on the SIC for the time-lag of the AR(p) model that uses quarterly data.
13) In the empirical analysis, forecasts were made for the corresponding quarter as well as one to four quarters ahead. One-quarter-ahead and three-quarter-ahead forecasts are not
included in this paper due to limitations of space.
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lower than the benchmark model, AR(4), indicating that these monthly data indicators include
Table 3

useful information for forecasting as shown in
Table 4.14) Second, it is found that the forecasting

Forecast Performance by Additional Monthly Data1)
Recursive

Rolling-Window

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

1.45

1.01

1.65

1.11

M1

1.34~4.20

0.91~3.55

2.19~17.40

1.56~12.23

M3

1.15~4.16

0.80~3.48

2.21~19.32

1.59~12.58

M1

1.68~7.06

1.21~4.87

1.56~4.80

1.12~3.07

M3

1.41~3.87

1.06~2.87

1.33~3.49

0.87~2.44

M1

1.27~1.75

0.92~1.36

0.94~1.36

0.69~1.01

M3

0.78~1.23

0.68~1.07

0.54~0.84

0.46~0.71

M1

1.32~1.65

0.96~1.28

1.15~1.25

0.78~0.93

M3

0.86~1.23

0.74~1.08

0.62~0.71

0.52~0.63

2.60

1.84

2.98

1.66

M1

2.48~4.64

1.76~3.45

1.73~32.61

1.33~16.66

M3

2.14~4.67

1.52~3.48

1.70~25.90

1.33~17.42

M1

2.37~5.15

1.85~3.70

2.27~7.89

1.72~4.65

M3

2.28~7.47

1.68~4.71

2.20~8.99

1.59~4.57

M1

1.89~3.22

1.49~2.63

1.44~2.42

0.91~1.82

M3

1.83~2.81

1.40~2.34

1.11~2.00

0.84~1.47

M1

2.46~2.89

1.95~2.29

2.74~3.19

1.92~2.36

M3

2.00~2.60

1.65~2.06

2.38~2.66

1.56~1.84

3.11

2.47

2.67

1.91

M1

2.45~6.17

1.67~4.37

2.72~47.80

1.96~16.83

M3

2.46~5.62

1.68~3.93

2.62~38.68

1.88~13.99

M1

2.35~5.63

1.79~3.51

2.60~25.06

1.69~7.80

M3

2.32~4.96

1.61~2.18

2.43~30.86

1.65~9.21

M1

2.05~2.90

1.58~2.16

1.77~2.32

1.29~1.68

M3

1.75~2.89

1.41~2.18

1.61~2.26

1.16~1.62

M1

2.44~3.49

1.96~2.86

2.95~4.13

2.19~3.14

M3

2.30~3.47

1.78~2.95

2.87~3.20

2.15~2.63

Corresponding Quarter Forecast
AR(4)
bridge_adl

bridge_exo

bridge_sw

bridge_grs

Two-Quarter-Ahead Forecast
AR(4)
bridge_adl

bridge_exo

bridge_sw

bridge_grs

Four-Quarter-Ahead Forecast
AR(p)
bridge_adl

bridge_exo

bridge_sw

bridge_grs

Note: 1) M1 and M3 refer to the first month and third month, respectively. The figures for each model indicate the range of RMSE and MAE values of forecast errors derived from
information set of the relevant month.

14) Although the result of forecasting the second month (M2) is not in Table 4, it does not affect the overall result.
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accuracy has improved with the addition of new
information as the RMSE and MAE are brought
down with each month’s data release. Third,
forecasting performance of bridge_sw and
bridge_grs, which use common information of
monthly data as an information variable have
lower RMSE and MAE values than the bridge_adl
and bridge_exo that use individual monthly
data. This proves that using common trends of
monthly data is superior to using individual
monthly data. Among the models that use common factors, bridge_sw show better forecasting
performance because the error that may occur
while estimating the dynamics of common
movements is excluded in the bridge_sw model.
Fourth, each forecasting model shows a different
performance with the rolling window method
Table 4

performing better in general. The rolling window method reflects the changing relationship
between GDP and monthly data more quickly,
helping reduce the forecasting error.
While most monthly indicators that improve
forecasting performance compared to the
benchmark model are variables related to real
economic activity, it was found that variables
such as interest rate and prices also improve the
forecasting performance as the forecasting horizon is extended. It is also found that the composite economic index, industrial production
index, Korea composite stock price index, and
business survey index improve the performance
of the corresponding quarter. As the forecasting
horizon expanded to a two-quarter and fourquarter horizon, money supply, price variables,

Monthly Data that Improve Performance 1)
Recursive

Rolling-Window

Corresponding Quarter Forecast
25 indicators, including:
Korea composite stock price index
Business survey index
- comprehensive performance
- comprehensive forecasting
- manufacturing industry performance
Industrial production index
- mining and manufacturing industry

23 indicators, including:
Korea composite stock price index
Industrial production index
- mining and manufacturing industry
Composite economic index
Coincident composite index
Cyclical component of coincident index

Two-Quarter-Ahead Forecast
24 indicators, including:
Industrial production index
- mining and manufacturing industry
Corporate bonds (Aa-)
Producer price index

61 indicators, including
Business survey index
- comprehensive performance
- manufacturing industry’s performance
Energy consumption (total)
Core prices
- except agricultural and petroleum items Producer price index

Four-Quarter-Ahead Forecast
78 indicators, including:
Exports and imports cleared
Energy consumption (by industry and total),
- unemployment rate, etc.

65 indicators, including
Money supply (M1)
Consumer price
Producer price
Exports/imports cleared
Energy consumed (retail/wholesale)

Note: 1) We choose monthly indicators which show better forecasting performance relative to AR(4) in the bridge_adl and bridge_exo.

15) Hereinafter, CMS transfers means CMS withdrawal transfer.
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and employment/employee-related monthly
indicators, in addition to the variables related to
real economic activity are found to improve the
forecasting performance. In the two-quarterahead forecast, it is found that yields of corporate bonds, core inflation, and the producer
price index along with the indicators related to
real economic activity improve the forecasting
performance. In the four-quarter-ahead forecast,
export/import-related information, money supply, and energy consumption by industry are
added as monthly data that help the forecasting
performance.

III. Forecasting GDP Based on Forecast
Combination
1. Background of forecasting through
forecast combination
In Chapter II, we examined the results and
characteristics of each forecast that uses monthly
data. In this chapter, we will discuss ways to
improve forecasting by combining multiple forecasts. Timmermann (2005) argued that a forecast
combination built by applying appropriate
weights to multiple forecasts has many advantages over a forecast derived from one particular
model. Timmermann (2005) specifically mentioned the merits of this approach as follows.
First, forecast combination helps bring information together when not all the information necessary for forecasting can be observed and collected. Second, it ensures that forecast results
are stable against a structural break. Third, it
secures robustness of the forecast against model
misspecification, thus improving forecasting performance. Lastly, it shows better performance
against the various loss functions than the individual model in general. Since the argument that

forecast combination improves forecasting performance was theoretically explained, a variety
of studies on the type of weights to be applied
to a single forecast have been conducted.15)
In theory, the optimal weight gives a higher
weight to the forecast that shows better performance and lower correlation with other forecasts.16) Therefore, deriving the optimal weight
requires the knowledge of not only the forecasting performance of each forecast model but also
the covariance relationship among the forecasts.
However, the number of observations of the
out-of-the-sample forecasts is usually much less
than that of the number of forecasts, and in such
a case, deriving the optimal weight is practically
impossible. As noted by Timmermann (2005)
and Elliott (2011), the covariance of small sample forecasts is inherently biased. Therefore, if
individual weights for the variances are extracted from the small-sample covariance matrix and
incorporated into the combined forecast, the
performance of the weighted forecast may be
poor.
Most of the empirical research has attempted
to address the issue of obtaining the optimal
weight by adjusting the theory-based optimal
weight. 17) Examples include a method where
higher weights are applied to the forecasts that
show better performance in the past, regardless
of the covariance relationship (Stock and Watson
(2004)). Another example is a method that
applies higher weights to the forecast models
that have been ranked high in terms of their past
performance (Wright and Satchell (2003)). In
addition, there is a method that derives the
weight through the OLS after setting actual values of forecast targets and out-of-the-sample
forecasts as explanatory variables (Granger and
Romanathan (1984)). Also, a non-parametric
method such as the median forecast is used
(Hendry and Clements (2002), Stock and Watson

15) A brief discussion on forecast combinations are explained in °∞Forecast Combinations and Impovement in Forecasting Accuracy°± in Appendix 2.
16) The discussion on optimal weight is explained in Diebold and Lopez (1995), Timmermann (2005), and Clements and Harvey (2007).
17) Stock and Watson (2004) and Ailofi and Timmermann (2006) conducted the forecast combination by applying the weight that does not reflect the covariance relationship among
the forecasts, while Barhoumi, et al. (2008) used simple average for the forecast combination.
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(2004)).
On the other hand, if a weight is estimated
from individual forecasts, the issue of a small
sample size and outliers may arise. To address
this, forecasts can be combined after the number
of forecasts is adjusted before deriving the
weight, namely through trimming and clustering.
Trimming refers to a method that eliminates bad
forecasts based on past forecasting performance,
while clustering is the bundling individual forecasts based on past forecasting performance to
adjust the number of forecasts.
In this paper, we referred to the existing studies and derived the combined forecast from
using the simple average, median, discounting
MSE, and clustering methods and evaluated the
performance of the forecast combination with
the RMSE and MAE. For comparison, we also
derived the combined forecast by utilizing the
average, discounting MSE, and clustering
method after eliminating certain forecast figures
through the trimming method.

is the median value and 0 to the rest of the forecasts.
Forecast combination with the simple
average:
Forecast combination with the
median value:
if

k

is the median value,w i,t =1
k

Otherwise,w i,t =0
The forecast combination
using discounting MSE (discounting Mean Squared Error) is a
method proposed by Stock and Watson (2004).
It disregards the covariance relationship among
the forecasts and applies higher weights to the
models with more accurate forecasts.
Forecast combination with discounting
MSE:

2. Calculating weights for forecast
combination

k

The discounting MSE weight w i,t is derived by
calculating the MSE from the forecast performance of the prior sample and applying the discount factorδ.The discount factor δis a value
between 0 and 1, and the closer it moves to 0,
the bigger the impact of the most recent forecast
k
error has on the weight w i,t . In the empirical
analysis, 6 discount factors from 0.5 through 1
with an interval of 0.1 are used.
Aiolfi and Timmermann (2006) derived combined forecasts from bundling forecasts whose
performances were similar and processing them
with K clusters, using various methods. One of
the advantages of this method is that the OLS
method can be used by reducing the number of
forecasts from to K.20) The following is a cluster-

To calculate the weights to be applied to the
forecast combination, such as simple average
and median, the prior sample for the evaluation
of past performance was set from Q1 2002 to Q4
k
2006.18)w i,t is a weight to be applied to
which is
th
the i k-period-ahead forecast t+k quarter at
time t.N means the number of forecasts while t0
t0+p is the time period during which the weight is
calculated by using the mean squared error
(MSE)19) of the forecast error.
The forecast combination
applies equal
k
weight w i,t =1/N to all forecasts, while the forecast combination
with the median value
k
applies weight w i,t =1 only to the forecast which

18) In the forecast combination that uses discounting MSE, clustering, and trimming, the weight was derived from past forecasting performance.
19) As MSE, RMSE, and MAE are proportionate to the forecast errors, a higher MSE value usually means higher RMSE and
MAE values. This makes the results of the forecast combination using the weighting derived from the MSE similar to the results of the forecast combination using the RMSE and
MAE. This paper, therefore, only includes the results of forecast combination using the MES.
20) Aiolfi and Timmermann (2006) concluded that the method that adds the weight derived from the past performance to the forecast combination is reasonable, as the models
which showed good performance in the past are more likely to perform well in the future.
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ing process that is applied after bundling models
whose performances are similar in terms of MSE
in the prior sample. Assuming that Ne is the
number of forecasts which is included in the
cluster c, the average

applied to the rest of the forecasts. Since, it is
difficult to calculate the median of the forecasts
when trimming is applied, we omit the median
forecast and its results.
3. Results of forecast combination

is calculated for each cluster. The forecast combination is estimated based on each cluster’s
average. K is set at 4,5, and 6.
First, the forecast defined as the average in
the first cluster with the average of the cluster
with the best forecast is denoted .
Another combined forecast
is calculated by setting the cluster’s average
as an
explanatory variable and the real value Yt+k as a
dependent variable, and deriving the weights for
Yt+k with the OLS.
is an OLS estimated
coefficient
The last forecast combination that uses the
clustering method reduces Wct in such a way
that adjusts the OLS weight to equal the weight
of
. The combined forecast
is calculated by applying the Sct that was adjusted with
the shrinkage.

λis a parameter that determines the weight
between OLS and(1/K), which relies on K. As K
increases,λmoves closer to 0 and is adjusted to
make each cluster have the same weight.
Trimming is a method that calculates combined forecasts by excluding some of the forecasts and using the rest of the forecasts. Once
the MES was calculated based on past performance, some forecasts with poor performance
were excluded. Then, the simple average, discounting MSE, and clustering methods were

The results of the forecast combination that
uses all of 148 forecasts are summarized in the
Table 5. 21) For comparison, the results of the
AR(4) Model, which is a benchmark, are also
included.
The forecasting results22) of the forecast combination suggest that in general, the forecast
combination improves the forecasting performance, although the degree of improvement is
not significant except in a few cases. 23) At the
same time, some forecast combination methods
that use clustering show significantly improved
performance compared to other combination
methods. It is found that using Ytccluster1 as a forecast combination with the clustering method
generates significant improvements in the corresponding quarter forecast (in the case of the
recursive method). For the two-quarter-ahead
forecast (in the case of the rolling window
method), applying Ytccluster2 improves the performance considerably compared to the performance of the AR(4) benchmark model. It was
also found that ,Ytccluster3 which shrinks the OLS
weight to the equal weight, does not improve
the forecasting performance.
Using the simple average of total forecast values and median value generates results that
exceeded the RMSE and MAE of the AR(4)
model. When applying the discounting MSE, the
smaller the discount factor, the more the performance improves.

21) The two-quarter-ahead forecast and four-quarter-ahead forecast are reported in Appendix 3 [Forecast Combinations and Out-of-Sample Forecasting Performances].
22) The forecasting performance of forecast combination was derived only for the third month. The performance of the forecast combination based on the information set of the first
and second months does not show a significant difference.
23) In most cases, the forecast performance of the forecast combination did not improve much compared to the bridge_sw that show the best performance in the individual model.
The reason why the combined forecast figures are no better than the stand-alone forecast figure with the best performance is probably because the weight that is calculated with
the small sample size includes bias as suggested by Timmermann (2005).
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Table 5

Forecasting Performance of Forecast Combination: Corresponding Quarter1)
Recursive

Method

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

1.45

1.01

1.65

1.11

1.59

1.30

1.86

1.37

1.58

1.23

1.80

1.26

δ=1.0

1.21

0.97

1.31

0.98

δ=0.9

1.19

0.92

1.23

0.91

δ=0.8

1.17

0.86

1.19

0.85

δ=0.7

1.16

0.82

1.18

0.83

δ=0.6

1.14

0.80

1.16

0.82

1.13

0.79

1.15

0.82

0.88

0.67

0.94

0.69

1.39

0.82

0.92

0.67

=0.25

1.46

0.94

0.93

0.72

=0.5

1.59

1.09

1.08

0.88

=1.0

1.99

1.52

1.51

1.32

0.84

0.63

0.84

0.66

1.38

0.87

0.82

0.63

=0.25

1.51

1.05

0.88

0.70

=0.5

1.73

1.28

1.11

0.93

=1.0

2.32

1.90

1.79

1.67

0.80

0.62

0.79

0.63

1.23

0.89

0.83

0.63

=0.25

1.55

1.20

0.89

0.74

=0.5

1.99

1.71

1.22

1.02

=1.0

3.04

2.84

2.16

2.04

AR(4)
Simple Average : Y

ca
t

Median : Ytcm
Discount
MSE
Ytcmse

Rolling-Window

δ=0.5
Simple Average : Yt

ccluster1

OLS : Ytccluster2
Clustering
K=4

OLS with shrinkage : Y

ccluster3
t

Simple Average : Ytccluster1

OLS : Y

ccluster2
t

Clustering
K=5

OLS with shrinkage : Ytccluster1

Simple Average: Ytccluster1

OLS : Y

ccluster2
t

Clustering
K=6

OLS with shrinkage : Ytccluster3

Similarity of informational content in monthly indicators might explain the reason why the forecast
combination did not improve the performance significantly.24) Assume that two different forecast values are used for the forecast combination. If the forecast errors of the two values have a negative cor-

23) Elliott (2011) suggested that the performance of the forecast combination may not improve much if the information included in the data used for the forecast is similar.
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relation and one forecast shows a positive forecast error, it is highly likely that the other forecast would show a negative forecast error.
Therefore, if these two forecast figures are adequately combined and used, the forecast errors
of each forecast would offset each other, reducing the overall forecast error. However, if the
forecast errors of the two values have a positive
correlation and one forecast shows a positive
forecast error, then the other forecast would also
show a positive forecast error. In this case, it is
Table 6

unlikely that the two forecast errors would offset
each other, leaving limited room for improvement of the forecast performance through forecast combination. Due to the limited number of
time-series, most of the monthly indicators used
in this paper are related to real economic activity, such as the industrial production index,
employment, and labor. The lack of a variety of
information variables may explain why the performance of the forecast combination is not
improved significantly.

RMSE Change in Relation to Trimming Rate1)
Recursive Method

Rolling Window Method

Forecast for
Corresponding Quarter

Two-Quarter-Ahead
Forecast

Four-Quarter-Ahead
Forecast

Note: 1) The blue dotted line shows the percentage at which the RMSE is at the minimum. The horizontal axis indicates the trimming rate, while the vertical axis indicates the RMSE.
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Also, the results of the forecast combination
were derived from the 148 forecast values used
in each estimation method. If all the forecast values are used in the forecast combination, it may
include an outlier, thus leaving limited room for
improvement of the forecast performance.
Therefore, in the following forecasting, we use
the trimming method that excludes some of the
forecast values.25)
To determine the trimming rate, we chose the
forecast values that showed the worst forecast
performance at each time point of forecasting
based on the MSE. We trim at least 5% and up to
90% of the values with the worst performance.
Then, the RMSE is derived from the average of
the rest of the values, and the rate which minimizes RMSE is defined as the trimming rate.
As shown in Figure 3, the trimming rates are
high, at 90% for most of the cases.26) In the recursive case, 90%, 50%, and 90% of the values in
the corresponding, two-quarter-ahead, and fourquarter-ahead forecasts were trimmed, respectively. In the rolling window estimation, 90% of
the values are trimmed for the corresponding
and two-quarter-ahead forecasts, while 90% is
trimmed in the two-quarter-ahead forecast and
85% for the four-quarter-ahead forecast.
The results of the forecast combination that
uses the trimming method are summarized in
<Table 6>.27) For comparison, the results of the
AR(4) model’s forecast are included as well. The
trimming method improved the performance
compared to the forecast that incorporates all
forecast values, as the trimming method eliminated the outliers and reduced the distortion of
the weighting. (Timmermann (2005)).28)
It is found that the clustering method also
improves the performance of the combined
forecasts are compared to the simple average or
discounting MSE methods.29)

In the forecasting for the corresponding quarter (recursive method), among the simple average, discounting MSE (δ=1.0), and clustering
methods, the simple average and the OLS
weight improved and to a greater degree than
the AR(4) model.
In the two-quarter-ahead forecast where the
recursive method and rolling window method
are applied, Ytccluster1 and Ytccluster2 show the most
improved performance. In the four-quarterahead forecast, improves forecasting accuracy
Ytccluster1 where the recursive method is applied
more than other methods.

25) We can consider two different trimming methods. One is to trim a specific number of values at each time point (fixed trimming), while the other is to change the number of values
to trim at each time point (flexible trimming). We apply the flexible trimming method with the MCS (Model Confidence Set) algorithm of Hansen, Lunde, and Nason (2011). The
result of this is not as effective as the fixed trimming method. Therefore, we excluded the results of flexible trimming. However, Samuels and Sekkel (2013) shared research results
that suggest that the flexible trimming method improves forecasting performance more than the fixed trimming method.
26) In their research on forecasting price earnings ratio and inflation rate, Favero and Aiolfi (2005) and Bjomland, et al. (2011) argued that aggressive trimming is more effective based
on results that showed improved performance in the case of trimming 80% and 95%, respectively.
26) In their research on forecasting price earnings ratio and inflation rate, Favero and Aiolfi (2005) and Bjomland, et al. (2011) argued that aggressive trimming is more effective based
on results that showed improved performance in the case of trimming 80% and 95%, respectively.
27) The two-quarter-ahead forecast and four-quarter-ahead forecast are included in Appendix 3 [Forecast Combinations and Out-of-Sample Forecasting Performances].
28) Samuels and Sekkel (2013) suggested that the forecasts that do not improve the forecasting performance to a greater degree can improve the performance of the forecast combination once they are eliminated.
29) Once the trimming method is applied, there are more cases where the forecasting performance is improved compared to the bridge_sw model whose forecasting performance is
the best among the individual models.
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Table 6

Results of Forecast Combination:Corresponding Quarter (after Trimming)1)2)
Recursive

Method(90% excluded)

Rolling-Window

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

1.45

1.01

1.65

1.11

0.90 (-0.69)

0.65 (-0.65)

0.84 (-1.02)

0.67 (-0.70)

δ=1.0

0.86 (-0.35)

0.66 (-0.31)

0.78 (-0.53)

0.62 (-0.36)

Discounting

δ=0.9

1.02 (-0.17)

0.75 (-0.17)

0.79 (-0.44)

0.64 (-0.27)

MSE

δ=0.8

1.09 (-0.08)

0.78 (-0.08)

0.86 (-0.33)

0.67 (-0.18)

δ=0.7

1.15 (-0.01)

0.78 (-0.04)

0.98 (-0.20)

0.71 (-0.12)

δ=0.6

1.15 (+0.01)

0.79 (-0.01)

1.06 (-0.10)

0.73 (-0.09)

δ=0.5

1.15 (+0.02)

0.81 (+0.02)

1.10 (-0.05)

0.76 (-0.06)

Simple Average : Y

0.77 (-0.11)

0.68 (+0.01)

0.58 (-0.36)

0.50 (-0.19)

OLS : Y

0.74 (-0.65)

0.61 (-0.21)

0.75 (-0.17)

0.61 (-0.06)

=0.25

0.79 (-0.67)

0.65 (-0.29)

0.76 (-0.17)

0.62 (-0.10)

=0.5

0.90 (-0.69)

0.75 (-0.34)

0.78 (-0.30)

0.63 (-0.25)

=1.0

1.25 (-0.74)

1.06 (-0.46)

0.88 (-0.63)

0.74 (-0.58)

Simple Average : Y

0.77 (-0.07)

0.68 (+0.05)

0.58 (-0.26)

0.50 (-0.16)

OLS : Y

0.87 (-0.51)

0.73 (-0.14)

0.77 (-0.05)

0.58 (-0.05)

=0.25

0.91 (-0.60)

0.77 (-0.28)

0.81 (-0.07)

0.62 (-0.08)

=0.5

1.05 (-0.68)

0.87 (-0.41)

0.88 (-0.23)

0.70 (-0.23)

=1.0

1.53 (-0.79)

1.30 (-0.60)

1.09 (-0.70)

0.93 (-0.74)

0.77 (-0.03)

0.68 (+0.06)

0.58 (-0.21)

0.48 (-0.15)

0.89 (-0.34)

0.74 (-0.15)

0.78 (-0.05)

0.57 (-0.06)

=0.25

0.92 (-0.63)

0.77 (-0.43)

0.83 (-0.06)

0.63 (-0.11)

=0.5

1.08 (-0.91)

0.89 (-0.82)

0.91 (-0.31)

0.75 (-0.27)

=1.0

1.64 (-1.40)

1.41 (-1.43)

1.17 (-0.99)

1.02 (-1.02)

AR(4)
Simple Average :

Ytcmse

ccluster1
t

Clustering

ccluster2
t

OLS with Shrinkage
K=4

Ytccluster3
ccluster1
t

ccluster2
t

Clustering
K=5

OLS with Shrinkage

Y

ccluster3
t

Simple Average : Y

ccluster1
t

OLS :
Clustering
K=6

Ytccluster2

OLS with Shrinkage

Y

ccluster3
t

Note 1) For the comparison of forecasting performance with the forecast combination, RMSE and MAE of the benchmark AR(4) model were included together. Figures in bold
indicate better performance than the benchmark model.
2) Figures in brackets indicate the difference with the forecasting performance when 148

forecasting figures are applied (i.e., the difference between the RMSE (MAE) after the trimming was applied and the RMSE (MAE) after 148
forecasting figures were used).
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4. Usefulness of forecast combination
Economic forecasting by forecast combination
not only improves the forecasting performance,
but also has proven to be useful in that it incorporates information that is added each month,
producing more stable forecasts compared to

Figure 4

Change in Combined Forecast Figures (Four-Quarter-Ahead Forecast) with Additional Information
and Actual Figures 1)2)

Note: 1) The solid line in red indicates actual GDP figures, while that in violet is the AR model forecasts. The blue solid lines indicate combined forecasting figures that use clustering.
2) The dotted line marks the forecast figures as of the first month, while the solid line indicates the forecast figures as of third month.

individual models against changing economic
conditions.
<Figure 4> illustrates how the benchmark
model (AR(4)) is compared to the forecast combination which uses monthly data (based on the
four-quarter-ahead forecast as of Q3 2008). The
figure shows combined forecasts (after the trimming) of move closer to the actual figures when

Figure 5

new information is released, while AR forecasts
remain at the same value.30)
The forecasts of individual models may move
away from the actual values over time, depending on the variables to be used or the characteristics of the models. Meanwhile, the combined
forecasts offset forecast errors, moving closer to
the actual figures and producing more robust

Change of Individual Model and Combined Forecast Figures
(Two-Quarter-Ahead) by Adding Information1)2)

Note: 1) The solid line in red indicates actual GDP figure, while that in blue is a combined forecast that uses clustering. The green lines show the individual model’s forecast figures that
use the number of registered cars or energy consumption as information variables.
2) The dotted line marks the forecast figures as of first month, while the solid lines indicate the forecast figures as of the third month.

30) As AR(4) uses only its own time-lagged difference from the past, adding monthly data each month does not affect the forecast figures.
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Figure 6

Example of Forecast Figures and Distribution1)2)

Forecast for Corresponding Quarter

One-Quarter-Ahead Forecast

Two-Quarter-Ahead Forecast

Note: 1) and indicate the combined forecast figures of the best-performing clusters upon applying the clustering method, which incorporate the simple average method
and the OLS weight, respectively. shows the forecasting figures of the best-performing individual forecast model.
2) The solid lines in blue indicate the distribution of the top 50% of the forecasts in terms of forecasting performance. It is derived by using nonparametric estimation.

forecasts in the changing economic situation.
<Figure 5> illustrates the comparison of the individual forecast models against the combined
forecast (which was generated after trimming) as
of Q3 2008. In the bridge_exo model that uses
the number of registered cars or energy consumption as information variables, adding new
information moves the forecast away from the
actual value. In contrast, combined forecast
moves the forecast closer to the actual figures as
more information is added.31)
5. Examples of forecasting GDP with
forecast combination
The following is an example of forecast combinations as of September 2014. The combined
forecast of Ytccluster1 and Ytccluster2 for which the trimming method is applied. And the individual
model’s forecast that have the best forecasting
performance are included. According to the
combined forecast, the GDP growth rate is gradually rising from low-to-mid 3% year-on-year.

Ⅳ. Conclusion
In this paper, we compare the forecasting performance of a variety of models which
employed monthly indicators as information. We
evaluate the forecast performance, and also seek
ways to improve forecasting performance
through various forecast combinations.
It is found that the monthly data which are
added every month improve the forecasting performance, serving as a useful information variable in assessing the current economic conditions and estimating the future direction of
growth. We also find that the monthly data that
include not only the monthly indicators related
to real economic activity such as the composite
economic index, industrial production index,
and business survey index, but also interest rate,
stock prices, and consumer prices help to
improve the forecasting performance compared
to AR(4) which uses only quarterly data. Based
on the performance of each forecast model, the
forecast model that uses common movement of
the monthly data as information variables show
better performance than the forecast model that

31) Hibon and Evgeniou (2005) said the forecast combination is useful in the sense that it provides a less risky forecast given the various uncertainties than the forecast using individual
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uses individual indicators. In addition, the
rolling window method performs better than the
recursive method.
With the forecast combination, the forecasting
performance improves compared to the benchmark AR(4) model. In particular, forecast combinations after trimming poor forecasts lead to
greater improvements than using all forecasts.
The combined forecast figures that leverage the
clustering method generates a performance
superior to other methods.
Combined forecasts are found to be useful as
they not only improve forecasting accuracy but
also generate stable forecasts. Forecast combinations effectively use the information which is
added each month and provide a more robust
forecast than what the individual forecast model
offers given uncertainties.
However, some conclusions of this research
have a few limitations. The sample period in the
empirical analysis is short, and changing the
sample period may show different results. In
particular, most of the out-of-sample period
coincides with when the financial crisis hit the
economy. Therefore, the economic uncertainties
during the time period may have affected our
conclusions. It is necessary to revisit the conclusions including forecasting performance once
enough time-series are available.
Another limitation is related to the types of
monthly data used in this paper. Despite the
growing importance of the services sector, most
information variables that we used are indicators
related to the manufacturing sector and real economic activity. If more various types of monthly
data are used, it may further improve the forecasting performance. It is also notable that the
mixed frequency model that uses variables with
different frequencies is emerging as a useful
forecasting model. We would need to expand

the forecast models beyond what is used in this
paper to further improve the forecasting performance.
The forecast combination that uses the timeseries model may improve short-term forecasting, driven by the auto-correlation and common
changes. However, its performance may deteriorate over time with a longer horizon, and it
would be difficult to identify the reasons behind
the changed forecast. The new Keynesian
Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE)
model, which is known for showing good performance in the mid- to long-term forecasting,
can help address the gap.32)

32) Conditional forecasts may be made for the mid- to long-term growth by leveraging the short-term forecast.
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Appendix 1
Monthly Indicator
Name

Release-lag1)

M1(SA)

2

2

Bank of Korea

2

M2(SA)

2

2

Bank of Korea

3

Lf(SA)

2

2

Bank of Korea

Call Rates

0

1

Bank of Korea

Yields of Monetary

0

1

Bank of Korea

Yields of Corporate Bonds

0

1

Bank of Korea

Stock PriceKOSPI

KOSPI

0

2

Bank of Korea

Real Estate

Housing Purchase Price Index

1

2

Kookmin Bank

Housing

Chonse Price Index

1

2

Kookmin Bank

10

Consumer

Consumer Price Index

1

2

Statistics Korea

11

Core

Excluding Agricultural
products & oils Excluding
Food & Energy

1

2

Statistics Korea

1

2

Statistics Korea

Classfication
1

Money & Banking

4

Monetary Aggregates

Interest Rates

5

Tansformtion2)

Source

Stabilization Bonds (364-day)
6
7

Asset Price

8
9

Price

12
13

Producer

Producer Price Index

1

2

Bank of Korea

14

Import

Import Price Index

1

2

15

Oil Price

Dubai Crude

0

2

Bank of Korea
Korea National Oil
Corporation

Export Volume Index

1

2

Bank of Korea

17

Import Volume Index

1

2

Bank of Korea

18

Export By Principal Country

1

2

Korea Customs Service

19

Export By Principal Country

1

2

Korea Customs Service

2

6

OECD

2

2

OECD

2

2

CPB

0

2

Bank of Korea

0

2

Bank of Korea

2

2

BIS

Nominal Effective Exchange Rate

2

2

BIS

Result

All Industries

0

2

Prospect

All Industries

1

2

Manufacturing

0

2

Mining & Manufacturing(SA)

1

2

the Federation of
Korean Industries
the Federation of
Korean Industries
the Federation of
Korean Industries
Statistics Korea

Manufacturing(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

Capital Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

33

Intermediate Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

34

Consumers’Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

All Industries(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

Mining & Manufacturing(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

16

20

Trade

Composite Leading Indicators
(Amplitude adjusted,
OECD - Total)
Index of Production of Total
Industry(SA, OECD - Total)
Index of World Trade
(Values 2005, USD bln)

Global Business

21
22
23

Foreign Exchange Rate

Nominal Exchange Rate

Won per USD

Effective Exchange Rate

Won per Japan Yen
(100Yen)
Real Effective Exchange Rate

24
25
26
27
28

Business Survey Index

29
30

Production index

31
32

35

Manufacturing Production Index

Shipment index

36
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Name

Release-lag1)

37

Manufacturing(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

38

Capital Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

39

Intermediate Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

40

Consumers’Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

41

Index of Equipment Investment(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

42

Composite Economic Index

1

2

Statistics Korea

43

Composite Coincident Index

1

2

Statistics Korea

44

Cyclical Component of Coincident Index

1

6

Statistics Korea

45

Cyclical Component of Leading Index

1

6

Statistics Korea

Manufacturing(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

Classfication

46

Utilization Rate

Tansformtion2)

Source

Value of Construction
Orders Received
Construction Permit
by Gross Floor Area

1

2

Statistics Korea

1

2

Statistics Korea

All Industries(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

50

Manufacturing(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

51

Capital Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

52

Intermediate Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

53

Consumers’Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

Capital Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

55

Intermediate Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

56

Consumers’Goods(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

57

Retail Sales Index(SA)

1

2

Statistics Korea

Industry

3

2

Korea Energy Economics Institute

59

Transport

3

2

Korea Energy Economics Institute

60

Residential and Commercial

3

2

Korea Energy Economics Institute

61

Public

3

2

Korea Energy Economics Institute

62

Total

3

2

Korea Energy Economics Institute

Employed

1

2

Ministry of Employment and Labor

64

Unemployed

1

1

Ministry of Employment and Labor

65

Unemployment Rate

1

1

Ministry of Employment and Labor

Manufacturing

1

2

Ministry of Employment and Labor

67

Regular Employees

1

2

Ministry of Employment and Labor

68

Temporary Employees

1

2

Ministry of Employment and Labor

Passenger Car Registrations
Index(SA)

1

2

OECD

47

Construction

48
49

Inventory index

Index of Shipment for
Domestic Market

54

58

63

Energy Consumption

Employment and Labor

66

69

Employed Persons

Others

¡÷: 1) Each Figure indicates the time-lag of the data publication
2) 1: no transformation 2: log difference, 3: linear detrend, 4: log, 5: HP filter, 6: actual-average
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Appendix 2
Forecast Combinations and Improvement in Forecasting Accuracy
The logic behind forecast combination being more accurate than individual models is shown by
⋏
⋏
the following. Denote forecast value yielded from model 1 and 2 as y1 and y2 respectively, and the
⋏
⋏
2
2
forecast errors as e1=y- y1 , e2=y- y2 , assuming they follow the distributions e1~(0,б1),e2~(0,б2) .
⋏
⋏
⋏
The combined forecast using weights w and 1-w are then yc = wy1+(1-w)y2 and the forecast errors
⋏
⋏
2
2
are ec=y-wy1-(1-w)y2 . The variance of the forecast error is var(ec)=w2б1+(1-w)2б2+2w(1-w)б12 which
2
2
vary according to the individual forecast errorsб1,б2 and the correlation between them,б12. Therefore using adequate weights, taking into account the correlation between the forecast error, we may
2
2
be able to yield a smaller variance than(б1,б2) .
To find the optimal weights, take the first order derivative with respect to , then the optimal
weights w* and 1-w* are as follows.

The variance of forecast error using the optimal , will be a function of , and the correlation
between the forecast error, .

p12 is the correlation between the forecast error variances
2

2

2

In general, when we apply the optimal weight, the relationshipбc(w*)≤min(б1,б2) holds. In the
case where ①there is no forecast error (б1=б2=0) or ② the two models hold same forecast error
variance and the correlation coefficient is 1(б1=б2,б12=1 ), or ③ the correlation coefficient between
the error variances is identical to the ratio of individual forecast error standard deviations(p12=б1/б2),
there is no improvement from combining forecasts. Therefore, whether forecast combinations will
improve forecast results depends on the size of variance of the individual forecast error and the
degree of correlation between them.
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Appendix 3
Forecast Combination and Out-of-Sample Forecasting Performance
(Two-Quater-Ahead)
Recursive
Method(90% excluded)

Rolling-Window

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

AR(4)

Ytca

2.60

1.84

2.98

1.66

simple average :

Ytcm

2.61

2.01

2.38

1.66

median :

Ytcm

2.71

2.10

2.40

1.72

δ=1.0

2.58

1.97

2.25

1.55

Discounting

δ=0.9

2.59

1.97

2.23

1.52

MSE

δ=0.8

2.60

1.97

2.23

1.52

δ=0.7

2.58

1.93

2.24

1.54

δ=0.6

2.54

1.90

2.24

1.56

δ=0.5

2.51

1.87

2.24

1.57

average : Ytccluster1

2.17

1.60

1.91

1.33

OLS : Ytccluster2

2.49

1.71

1.74

1.24

=0.25

2.62

2.05

2.11

1.59

=0.5

3.29

2.87

2.60

2.18

=1.0

5.34

4.95

3.74

3.45

2.07

1.51

1.83

1.28

2.69

1.56

1.91

1.37

=0.25

3.10

2.74

2.43

1.87

=0.5

4.80

4.50

3.14

2.75

=1.0

9.12

8.87

4.79

4.53

2.01

1.46

1.72

1.20

1.72

1.25

1.65

1.13

=0.25

3.71

3.42

2.25

1.73

=0.5

6.68

6.50

3.18

2.79

=1.0

11.90

11.76

5.16

4.92

Ytcmse

Clustering

OLS with Shrinkage
K=4
Y

ccluster3
t

average : Ytccluster1
OLS : Yt
Clustering
K=5

Clustering
K=6

ccluster2

OLS with Shrinkage
Ytccluster3

average : Yt
OLS : Yt

ccluster1

ccluster2

OLS with Shrinkage
Ytccluster3

Note 1) For the comparison of forecasting performance with the forecast combination, RMSE and MAE of the benchmark AR(4) model were included together. Figures in bold indicate
better performance than the benchmark model.
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(Four-Quater-Ahead)
Recursive

Rolling-Window

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

AR(4)

3.11

2.47

2.67

1.91

simple average :

2.84

2.16

3.35

2.44

median :

2.90

2.23

2.87

2.15

δ=1.0

2.88

2.19

3.15

2.34

Discounting

δ=0.9

2.85

2.14

3.21

2.37

MSE

δ=0.8

2.85

2.12

3.31

2.42

δ=0.7

2.85

2.11

3.34

2.43

δ=0.6

2.85

2.10

3.35

2.44

δ=0.5

2.84

2.08

3.36

2.45

average : Y

2.60

1.87

2.52

1.81

OLS : Ytccluster2

2.49

1.72

3.16

2.27

=0.25

3.30

2.37

3.51

2.77

=0.5

4.46

3.76

4.31

3.73

=1.0

7.16

6.70

6.29

5.79

average : Ytccluster1

2.55

1.82

2.52

1.84

OLS : Ytccluster2

2.60

2.16

4.04

2.74

=0.25

4.09

3.12

4.04

3.40

=0.5

5.60

5.08

5.65

5.05

=1.0

8.34

8.05

7.05

6.38

2.52

1.79

2.49

1.80

2.73

2.22

2.75

1.84

=0.25

5.61

4.97

4.43

3.98

=0.5

6.34

5.96

6.27

5.87

=1.0

10.40

10.14

8.75

8.10

Ytcmse

ccluster1
t

Clustering

OLS with Shrinkage
K=4

Clustering
K=5

Clustering
K=6

ccluster3
t

Y

OLS with Shrinkage
ccluster3
t

Y

average : Ytccluster1
OLS : Yt

ccluster2

OLS with Shrinkage
Ytccluster3

Note 1) For the comparison of forecasting performance with the forecast combination, RMSE and MAE of the benchmark AR(4) model were included together.
Figures in bold indicate better performance than the benchmark model.
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(Two-Quater-Ahead : after trimming)1)2)
Recursive(50% trimming)

Rolling-Window(trimming 90%)

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

2.60

1.84

2.98

1.66

2.53 (-0.08)

1.91 (-0.06)

2.10 (-0.28)

1.46 (-0.20)

δ=1.0

2.54 (-0.04)

1.91 (-0.06)

2.00 (-0.25)

1.35 (-0.20)

Discounting

δ=0.9

2.60 (+0.01)

1.96 (-0.01)

1.91 (-0.32)

1.25 (-0.27)

MSE

δ=0.8

2.63 (+0.03)

1.93 (-0.04)

1.86 (-0.37)

1.23 (-0.29)

δ=0.7

2.60 (-0.02)

1.91 (-0.02)

1.86 (-0.38)

1.30 (-0.24)

δ=0.6

2.51 (-0.03)

1.84 (-0.06)

1.99 (-0.25)

1.40 (-0.16)

δ=0.5

2.46 (-0.05)

1.80 (-0.07)

2.01 (-0.23)

1.41 (-0.16)

average : Ytccluster1

1.91 (-0.26)

1.35 (-0.25)

1.12 (-0.79)

0.75 (-0.58)

OLS : Ytccluster2

2.01 (-0.48)

1.42 (-0.29)

1.48 (-0.26)

1.00 (-0.24)

=0.25

2.19 (-0.43)

1.64 (-0.41)

1.62 (-0.49)

1.15 (-0.44)

=0.5

2.78 (-0.51)

2.29 (-0.58)

1.82 (-0.78)

1.40 (-0.78)

=1.0

4.46 (-0.88)

4.01 (-0.94)

2.35 (-1.39)

2.00 (-1.45)

1.94 (-0.13)

1.41 (-0.10)

1.12 (-0.71)

0.75 (-0.53)

2.16 (-0.53)

1.58 (+0.02)

1.51 (-0.40)

1.08 (-0.29)

=0.25

2.62 (-0.48)

2.12 (-0.62)

1.71 (-0.72)

1.29 (0.58)

=0.5

3.75 (-1.05)

3.33 (-1.17)

2.01 (-1.13)

1.62 (-1.13)

=1.0

6.57 (-2.55)

6.30 (-2.57)

2.76 (-2.03)

2.43 (-2.10)

1.92 (-0.09)

1.44 (-0.02)

1.14 (-0.58)

0.84 (-0.36)

1.93 (+0.21)

1.37 (+0.12)

1.62 (-0.03)

1.23 (+0.10)

=0.25

3.03 (-0.68)

2.40 (-1.02)

1.98 (-0.27)

1.59 (-0.14)

=0.5

4.70 (-1.98)

4.27 (-2.23)

2.46 (-0.72)

2.14 (-0.65)

=1.0

7.66 (-4.24)

7.31 (-4.45)

3.51 (-1.65)

3.19 (-1.73)

AR(4)
simple average :

Ytcmse

Clustering

OLS with Shrinkage
K=4
Y

ccluster3
t

average : Ytccluster1
OLS : Yt
Clustering
K=5

ccluster2

OLS with Shrinkage
Ytccluster3

ccluster1
t

average : Y
OLS : Yt
Clustering
K=6

ccluster2

OLS with Shrinkage
Ytccluster3

Note 1) For the comparison of forecasting performance with the forecast combination, RMSE and MAE of the benchmark AR(4) model were included together. Figures in bold indicate
better performance than the benchmark model.
2) Figures in brackets indicate the difference with the forecasting performance when 148 forecasting figures are applied (i.e., the difference between the RMSE (MAE) after the
trimming was applied and the RMSE (MAE) after 148 forecasting figures were used).
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(Four-Quater-Ahead : after trimming)1)2)
Recursive(trimming90% )

Rolling-Window(trimming 90%)

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

3.11

2.47

2.67

1.91

2.79 (-0.05)

1.98 (-0.18)

2.98 (-0.37)

2.16 (-0.28)

δ=1.0

2.80 (-0.08)

1.98 (-0.21)

2.97 (-0.18)

2.15 (-0.19)

Discounting

δ=0.9

2.77 (-0.08)

1.97 (-0.17)

3.03 (-0.18)

2.27 (-0.10)

MSE

δ=0.8

2.79 (-0.06)

1.96 (-0.16)

2.81 (-0.50)

2.15 (-0.27)

δ=0.7

2.83 (-0.02)

1.98 (-0.13)

3.23 (-0.11)

2.35 (-0.08)

δ=0.6

2.84 (-0.01)

2.01 (-0.09)

3.28 (-0.07)

2.44 (0.00)

δ=0.5

2.80 (-0.04)

1.97 (-0.11)

3.40 (+0.04)

2.51 (+0.06)

average : Ytccluster1

2.07 (-0.53)

1.39 (-0.48)

2.12 (-0.40)

1.58 (-0.23)

OLS : Ytccluster2

2.31 (-0.18)

1.53 (-0.19)

2.37 (-0.79)

1.82 (-0.45)

=0.25

3.20 (-0.10)

2.28 (-0.09)

3.46 (-0.05)

2.86 (+0.09)

=0.5

4.47 (+0.01)

3.57 (-0.19)

5.03 (+0.72)

4.55 (+0.82)

=1.0

6.61 (-0.55)

5.65 (-1.05)

6.52 (+0.23)

6.01 (+0.22)

2.07 (-0.48)

1.39 (-0.43)

2.01 (-0.51)

1.53 (-0.31)

2.23 (-0.37)

1.52 (-0.64)

2.12 (-1.92)

1.64 (-1.10)

=0.25

4.02 (-0.07)

2.86 (-0.26)

3.56 (-0.48)

2.91 (-0.49)

=0.5

6.62 (+1.02)

5.46 (+0.38)

4.66 (-0.99)

4.00 (-1.52)

=1.0

9.90 (+1.56)

8.93 (+0.88)

5.01 (-2.04)

4.46 (-1.92)

2.20 (-0.32)

1.55 (-0.24)

1.93 (-0.56)

1.47 (-0.33)

2.50 (-0.23)

1.85 (-0.37)

2.00 (-0.75)

1.53 (-0.31)

=0.25

5.77 (+0.16)

4.56 (-0.41)

7.51 (+3.08)

7.01 (+3.03)

=0.5

9.45 (+3.11)

8.47 (+2.51)

8.39 (+2.12)

7.91 (+2.04)

=1.0

8.49 (-1.91)

7.74 (-2.40)

7.23 (-1.52)

6.79 (-1.31)

AR(4)
ca
simple average : Yt+2

Ytcmse

Clustering

OLS with Shrinkage
K=4

ccluster3
t

Y

average : Ytccluster1
OLS : Yt
Clustering
K=5

ccluster2

OLS with Shrinkage
Ytccluster3

ccluster1
t

average : Y
OLS : Yt
Clustering
K=6

ccluster2

OLS with Shrinkage
Ytccluster3

Note 1) For the comparison of forecasting performance with the forecast combination, RMSE and MAE of the benchmark AR(4) model were included together. Figures in bold indicate
better performance than the benchmark model.
2) Figures in brackets indicate the difference with the forecasting performance when 148 forecasting figures are applied (i.e., the difference between the RMSE (MAE) after the
trimming was applied and the RMSE (MAE) after 148 forecasting figures were used).
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Flow of Funds during the 1st Half of 2014
(Preliminary)

I. Overview
As of the end of June 2014, the total financial
assets amounted to 13,124 trillion won, an
increase of 3.9 percent from the 12,630 trillion
won at the end of the previous year. Looking at
the trends in the composition of the financial
assets, the ratios of loans and shares and other
equities slightly declined from the end of last
year to 17.2% and 20.3%, respectively, but that
of insurance and pension reserves increased to
6.6% by 0.1%p from the end of last year.
Financial assets held by households and nonprofit institutions grew by 90 trillion won, from
the end of last year, to 2,726 trillion won at the
end of June 2014, while financial liabilities also
increased 23 trillion won to 1,242 trillion. As
their financial assets had increased more than
their financial liabilities during the first half of
2014, the net financial assets of households and
non-financial institutions (financial assets - financial liabilities) increased to 1,484 trillion won
(increase of 66 trillion won) from the end of last
year, and the ratio of financial assets to financial
liabilities increased from 2.16, at the end of last
year, to 2.20. When breaking down the financial
assets of households and non-profit institutions
into their individual components, the share of
deposits was 41.8%, the highest among all,
which was followed by that of insurance and
pension reserves (30.9%) and stocks & other
equities (19.7%). By type of financial liability
owed by households and non-profit institutions,
long-term borrowings from depository corporations, insurance companies, and pension funds
represented the biggest share of 78.9% in the
financial liabilities, which was followed by shortterm loans (13.5%) and government borrowings
(4.08%).

The situations of fundraising and fund management by economic subject, during the first
half of 2014, are as follows: Non-financial corporations’scale both of fundraising and fund use
expanded, thereby narrowing the shortage of
funds (raised fund - utilized fund) from 24 trillion won, at the second half of last year, to 14
trillion won. The scale of fundraising dramatically increased from 38 trillion won, in the second
half of last year, to 71 trillion won, aided by the
expansion in indirect financing centering on
long-term borrowings.
For households and non-profit institutions,
the size of raised funds decreased, but their utilized funds increased, expanding the fund surplus to 55 trillion won from 33 trillion won in
the second half of last year.
The size of funds raised and managed by the
general government sector increased, thereby
turning a fund surplus into a shortage of 15 trillion won, compared to the second half of the
previous year.
The overseas sector saw fund shortages of 46
trillion won for the first half of this year, which
had contracted from 57 trillion won for the second half of the previous year.
For financial corporations, the scale both of
fundraising and fund use widened compared to
the second half of last year, and the amount of
their fund surplus also increased from 12 trillion
won, in the second half of last year, to 20 trillion
won.
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〈Chart 1〉 The Flow of Funds among Economic Subjects during the 1st Half of 2014
(During the period, KRW trillion)

II. Financial Assets and Liabilities

19.0% and 16.3%, respectively, compared to the
end of last year.

1. Total Financial Assets
The total financial assets amounted to 13,124
trillion won at the end of June 2014, an increase
of 3.9 percent from 12,630 trillion won at the
end of the previous year. Looking at the composition of the financial assets, the ratios of loans
and shares and other equities slightly declined
from the end of last year to 17.2% and 20.3%,
respectively, but that of insurance and pension
reserves increased to 6.6% by 0.1%p from the
end of last year. The weights of currencies &
deposits and securities remained unchanged at
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2. Financial Assets and Liabilities of
Households and Non-profit Institutions
The financial assets held by households and
non-profit institutions grew 3.4% from 2,636 trillion won of the end of last year to 2,726 trillion
won at the end of June 2014. Viewing the composition of the financial assets of households
and non-profit institutions, the share of deposits
was 41.8%, higher than any other component,
which was followed by that of insurance and
pension reserves (30.9%) and stocks & other

〈Table 1〉Total Financial Assets and Their Components
(Month-end, KRW trillion)

2013
June
Total Financial Assets
Growth
Currency and Deposits

Insurance and Pension

〈Table 2〉Financial Assets and Liabilities of
Households and Non-profit Institutions1)
(Month-end, KRW trillion)

2014

December

June

12,511
(4.1)

12,630
(0.9)

13,124
(3.9)

493

119

494

2,383

2,399

2,496

<19.0>

<19.0>

<19.0>

768

823

864

<6.1>

<6.5>

<6.6>

2013

Financial Assets
Deposits

Loans

Shares and Other Equities

Others1)

2,016

2,063

2,144

<16.1>

<16.3>

<16.3>

2,152

2,187

2,257

<17.2>

<17.3>

<17.2>

2,477

2,599

2,660

<19.8>

<20.6>

<20.3>

2,714

2,559

2,704

<21.7>

<20.3>

<20.6>

Note : 1) Loans from government, trade credits, direct investments,
miscellaneous financial assets, etc
2) ( )represents % increase from the end of the previous year
3) < >represents shares in total assets %

〈Chart 2〉Component Ratio of Financial Assets (%) of
Households and Non-profit Institutions (%)

equities (19.7%).
Meanwhile, as of the end of June 2014, the
financial liabilities of households and non-profit
institutions increased 1.9% from 1,219 trillion
won to 1,242 trillion.
Looking at the components of the financial
liabilities owed by households and non-profit
institutions, long-term borrowings from depository corporations, insurance companies, and
pension funds represented the biggest share of

June

December

June

2,548
(3.0)

2,636
(3.5)

2,726
(3.4)

1,072

1,102

1,142

Insurance and Pension 759

814

854

Securities

138

143

137

Shares and Other Equities 524

521

530

Others

55

58

63

1,176
(1.9)

1,219
(3.6)

1,242
(1.9)

1,092

1,130

1,148

(Short-term Borrowings)

161

167

168

(Long-term Borrowings)

2)

Securities

2014

Financial Liabilities
Borrowings

931

963

980

Borrowings from Depository Corp781

805

826

Borrowings from Government 42

46

50

42

43

44

1,418

1,484

Others

3)

Net Financial Assets (A-B)1,372

Notes: 1) Represents households (including small unincorporated enterprises
owned by households) and private non-profit institutions serving
households.
2) Direct investment, financial derivatives, and other financial assets,
etc.
3) Trade credits and miscellaneous financial debts, etc.
4) Figures in parentheses represent percentage change (%) from the
ends of the previous periods.

78.9%, and then the proportion of short-term
loans (13.5%) from other financial institutions
and that of government borrowings (4.08%) followed.
As of the end of June 2014, the net financial
assets of households and non-profit institutions
reached 1,484 trillion won, which was a rise of
67 trillion won, from 1,418 trillion won at the
end of the previous year. This was attributable
to the fact that the financial assets increased by
90 trillion won, way above the growth of 23 trillion won in financial liabilities. As their rise outpaced that of the liabilities, the ratio of financial
assets to the liabilities of households and nonprofit institutions climbed from 2.16, at the end
of the previous year, to 2.20.
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〈Chart 3〉 Component Ratio of Financial Liabilities of
Households and Non-profit Institutions

〈Table 4〉Financing by Non-financial Corporations
(During the period, KRW trillion)

(%)

2013
1stHalf

2stHalf

1stHalf

85

38

71

Financing
Indirect Financing

36

7

50

(Short-term)

15

-2

6

-Borrowings from Depository Corp 6

-1

5

-1

1

1)

-Borrowings from Others

8

(Long-term)

21

9

43

- Borrowings from Depository Corp 6

14

31

1)

〈Table 3〉Ratio of Financial Assets to Financial
Liabilities of Households and Non-profit
Institutions
June 2013

Dec. 2013

June 2014

2.17

2.16

2.20

Ⅱ. Financial Assets and Liabilities
Outstanding

-Borrowings from Others

15

-5

12

Direct Financing

27

26

12

2)

(Securities)

17

20

0

(Shares and Other Equities) 10

6

12

Borrowings from Overseas 6

12

4

-7

5

3)

Others

16

Fund Use

69

14

57

Deposits in Financial Institutions

19

12

4

-Transferable Deposits

7

6

-1

-Non-transferable Deposits 12

6

5

4

10

5

7

8

5

-3

2

0

Shares and Other Equities 11

-8

9

Overseas Management 14

13

17

Others5)

22

-14

22

Difference (Funds Used - Funds Raised)15

24

14

Securities

2)

(Short-term securities)

1. Total Financial Assets

(Long-term securities)
4)

During the first half of 2014, the funds raised
by non-financial institutions amounted to 71 trillion won, an increase from 38 trillion won in the
second half of last year but a decrease compared
to 85 trillion won in the first half of last year.
The details of the fundraising by non-financial
corporations indicate that indirect financing had
significantly expanded from 7 trillion won, in the
second half of last year, to 50 trillion won, mainly aided by the expansion in long-term borrowings.
On the other hand, direct financing was
reduced from 26 trillion won, in the second half
of last year, to 12 trillion won due to a sharp fall
in the number of issued securities. In addition,
the volume of overseas financing was also
slashed to 4 trillion won compared to 12 trillion
won in the second half of last year.
During the first half of 2014, the scale of funds
used by non-financial corporations was 57 trillion won, an increase from the 14 trillion won in
the second half of last year. As for the details of
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2014

Notes: 1) Other financial intermediaries, including insurance corporations,
pension funds, and securities institutions,
2) Excluding external securities.
3) Trade credits, loans from the government, and accounts payables,
etc.
4) Excluding shares issued by non-residents.
5) Trade credits and accounts receivables, etc.

fund utilization, transactions in shares and other
equities shifted to net purchases, and overseas
use also increased by 17 trillion won, with the
focus on direct investments.
During the same period, the size of the fund
shortage of non-financial corporations (raised
funds - utilized funds = investments - savings)
was narrowed from 24 trillion won, in the second half of last year, to 14 trillion won.

2. Households and Non-profit Institutions
The size of the funds raised by households
and non-profit institutions stood at 24 trillion
won, which was a decrease from the 44 trillion
won in the second half of last year but an
increase from the 21 trillion won in the first half
of last year.
〈Table 6〉Fi Financing and Fund Management by
Households and Non-profit Institutions
(During the period, KRW trillion won)

2013
1stHalf
Financing

2014
2stHalf

1stHalf

21

44

Borrowings

21

39

19

(Short-term)

-5

6

1

(Long-term)

26

33

18

14

25

21

-Other Institutions

12

8

-3

Others2)

0

5

5

76

77

79

Deposits in Financial Institutions 24

30

40

(Non-transferable Deposits) 22

22

33

-Short-term Savings Deposits at
23
Depository Corp

17

8

-Long-term Savings Deposits at
-15
Depository Corp

6

14

-Monetary Trust

6

1

6

Insurance and Pension

42

47

39

Securities

-3

9

-7

-13

1

4

5

33

55

-Depository Corp.
1)

Fund Use

24

30 trillion won, in the second half of last year, to
40 trillion won due to the expansion in the longterm savings deposits at depository corporations
and monetary trusts. The amount of funds
invested in insurance and pensions decreased
from 47 trillion won, in the second half of last
year, to 39 trillion won.
Meanwhile, transactions in shares and other
equities shifted from net sales (△13 trillion
won), in the second half of last year, to 1 trillion
won net purchases. During the same period, the
size of funds utilized by households and nonprofit institutions increased but their raised
funds decreased, thereby expanding the fund
surplus to 55 trillion won from the 33 trillion
won of the second half of last year.
3. General Government
During the first half of 2014, funds raised by
the general government sector amounted to 54
trillion won, which was a shift from the downward trend in the second half of last year (△13
trillion won) to an upward trend, but it was still
a decrease compared to the 63 trillion won in
〈Table 7〉Financing and Funds Management by
the General Government
(During the period, KRW trillion)

Shares and Other Equities 8
Others 3)

4

Difference
55
(Funds Used - Funds Raised)

2013
st

1 Half

2 Half

1stHalf

63

-13

54

(Government Bond Issuance) 33

8

37

(Borrowings from Financial Institutions)18

-22

7

5

3

3

43

23

39

(Deposits in Financial Institutions) 5

-13

12

(Government Loans)

0

-2

2

7

6

4

(Share and Other Equities) 18

9

10

(Overseas Management) 8

12

10

36

-15

Financing

Notes: 1) Other financial intermediaries, including securities institu-

tions, SPC loaning businesses, etc.
2) Borrowings from the government, trade credits, accounts
payables, etc. 3) and accounts receivables, etc.

By financial instrument, both long-term and
short-term borrowings decreased. It is notable
that long-term borrowings from other financial
institutions fell short of redemption. The volume
of funds managed by households and non-profit
institutions expanded to 79 trillion won compared to 77 trillion won in the second half of last
year and 76 trillion won in the first half of last
year. Looking at the details of funds utilization,
deposits at financial institutions increased from

2014

(Deposits

Received)1)

Funds Using

2)

(Securities)

3)

Difference
(Funds Used - Funds Raised)

-21

st

Notes: 1) Application deposits to purchase apartments via the National Housing
Fund, etc.

2) Excluding external securities.
3) Excluding shares issued by non-residents.
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the first half of last year. The issuance of government bonds expanded from 8 trillion won in the
second half of last year to 37 trillion won and
borrowings from financial institutions also shifted to an increasing trend.

seas sector’s funds management (increase in
Korea’s external liabilities) expanded from 16
trillion won, in the second half of last year, to 26
trillion mainly centering on investment in
domestic bonds.

The amount of funds utilized by the government sector expanded from 23 trillion, in the
second half of the previous year, to 39 trillion
won, as deposits at financial institutions shifted
from a decreasing trend to an increasing trend
(△13 trillion △12 trillion), and investment in
shares and other securities also increased from 9
trillion won in the second half of last year.

The overseas sector marked a 46 trillion won
of fund shortage, which was narrowed from the
57 trillion won in the second half of last year but
widened from the 32 trillion won in the first half
of last year.

As the volume of funds raised by the general
government sector significantly increased, there
was a shift from a fund surplus in the second
half of last year to a shortage of 15 trillion won.

During the first half of 2014, the scale of funds
raised by financial corporations dramatically
expanded from 8 trillion won, in the second half
of last year, to 282 trillion won. Looking at the
details by type of financial institution, borrowings from financial holding companies and
money lenders decreased from 15 trillion to 4
trillion won, but those from depository corpora-

4. Overseas Sector
During the first half of 2014, the volume of the
overseas sector’s fundraising (increase in
Korea’s external assets) slightly shrank from 73
trillion won, in the second half of last year, to 72
trillion won. Meanwhile, the scale of the over-

5. Financial Corporations
<Financing>

〈Table 9〉Financing by Financial Corporations
(During the period, KRW trillion)

2013
st

〈Table 8〉Financing and Funds Management by the
Overseas Sector
2013

Financing
Overseas Securities

2014

1stHalf

2stHalf

1stHalf

43

73

72

1 Half

2 Half

1stHalf

281

8

282

(Depository Corp)

116

-6

152

-Bank

81

-36

114

(Investment Fund)

24

-3

14

(Insurance Corp.)

52

24

42

(Other Financial Intermediaries)

49

-34

43

Financing

By Type of
Financial Institution

(During the period, KRW trillion)

2014
st

4

13

9

11

(Financial Holding Company and
22
Money Lenders)

15

4

Direct Investment

16

16

16

(Currency and Deposit)

66

18

96

Others1)

10

44

33

-Transferable Deposit

16

10

15

11

16

26

-Non-transferable Deposit

46

2

77

-1

-1

-2

(Insurance and Pension)

43

48

40

(Securities)1)

34

35

27

-Short-term Securities

1

11

10

-Long-term Securities

26

19

6

-Derivative-linked Securities

Fund Using
Overseas Securities
Domestic Bonds

12

-7

3

Shares and Other Equities

-12

16

3

Direct Investment

7

7

5

Others2)

5

1

17

Difference
(Funds Used - Funds Raised)

-32

-57

Notes: 1) Foreign exchange reserves, trade credits, etc.

-46

By Financial Instrument

11

Shares Issued by Non-Residents 5

7

6

11

(Shares and Other Equities) 26

-2

12

(Domestic Borrowings)

-3

14

-0

(Borrowings from Overseas) 2

5

-2

2) Trade credit, other external securities, etc.

Note : 1) Excluding external securities.
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tions (△6 trillion won → 152 trillion won), other
financial intermediaries (△34 trillion won → 43
trillion won), and investment funds (△3 trillion
won →14 trillion won) switched from net
redemption to net financing, with more borrowings than repayments.

2013
st

2014

1 Half

2 Half

1stHalf

294

20

302
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Funds Management

By Financial Instrument

<Fund Management>
During the first half of 2014, the scale of funds
managed by financial corporations significantly
expanded from 20 trillion won, in the second
half of last year, to 302 trillion won.
Looking at the trends by type of financial
institution, borrowings from financial holding
companies and money lenders decreased, while
those from depository corporations, trust funds,
and other financial intermediaries switched from
a decreasing trend to an increasing trend.

(During the period, KRW trillion)

By Type of
Financial Institution

By financial instrument, currencies and savings sharply increased from 18 trillion won to 96
trillion won, mainly backed by non-transferrable
deposits. Shares and other equities shifted from
net redemption to net financing (△2 trillion won
→ 12 trillion won). Bonds were reduced from 35
trillion won, in the second half of last year to 27
trillion won), centering on long-term bonds, and
financing with domestic borrowings also
decreased (14 trillion won → 0 trillion won).

〈Table 10〉Funds Management by Financial Corporations
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(Currency and Deposit)

20

-12

38

-Transferable Deposit

12

-2

6

-Non-transferable Deposit

8

-11

33

(Securities)1)
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-Short-term Securities
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-6

18

-Long-term Securities
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44

32
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6

7
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(Loan)
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49
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-Short-term Loan

22

-2

12

-Long-term Loan

53

52

64

(Overseas Fund Management) 9

3

12

Difference (Funds Used
- Funds Raised)

12

20

13

1) Excluding external securities.

By financial instrument, investment in currencies and deposits turned from a downward trend
to an upward trend, and the size of funds invested in bonds and loans dramatically expanded.
Meanwhile, the size of the fund surplus
increased from 12 trillion won, in the second
half of last year, to 20 trillion won.
<Researcher Hyung-jeong Ryu, Flow of Funds Team,
Economic Statistics Department>
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Financial Stability Overview

Although Korean macroprudential soundness
conditions have not shown a distinct trend of
improvement, the financial system has maintained a generally stable appearance. Looking
first at macroprudential soundness conditions,
household sector financial soundness has not
shown any clear movements toward improvement. The ratio of financial assets to financial
liabilities has increased, but with the growth in
household incomes being constrained the debtto-disposable income ratio has risen slightly. In
the corporate sector, financial structure soundness as indicated for instance by the debt and
interest coverage ratios has improved, but with
sales contracting and operating income-to-sales
ratios falling, the slump in profitability and
growth has shown a picture of deepening.
Looking next at the financial system, while
banks and non-bank financial institutions have
both maintained slightly improved asset soundness and satisfactory capital adequacy, their
profitabilities have been somewhat inadequate.
Financial market and foreign exchange soundness has sustained its picture of stability, even
despite the uncertainties related for example to
the monetary policy of the U.S. Federal Reserve
and the financial unrest in emerging market
countries. Financial market stability has risen,
with price volatility contracting, while the favorable foreign exchange soundness conditions
have continued despite short-term external debt
ratios having risen slightly, as net external assets
are increasing and banks’ foreign borrowing

conditions improving. These macroprudential
soundness and financial system stability conditions are shown in the Financial Stability Map.1)
The Financial Stability Index2), which indicates
the situation related to financial stability, has
sustained a downward trend since August 2012
Financial Stability Map1)2)
2013.10 ~ 2014.3
2014.4 ~ 2014.9
Financial market stability

Corporate financial
soundness

Bank soundness

Household financial
soundness

Non-bank financial
institution soundness

Foreign exchange
soundness
Notes: 1) The closer to the center, the greater the degree of stability
2)
Macroprudential soundness condition dimensions,
dimensions

Financial system

and, since falling below the “Warning” stage
threshold (8) in August 2013, been showing stable movements at a low level.
Korean financial system is maintaining relatively favorable stability conditions on the
whole, but care will have to be taken regarding
such potential risk factors externally and domestically as the following. On the external side,
there are possibilities of an interest rate hike by
the U.S. Fed working as a destabilizing factor in
the short term and the slowdown in the Chinese

1) The Financial Stability Map presents a comprehensive picture of stability in six dimensions ? two concerning macroprudential soundness conditions (the debt servicing
capacities of the household and business sectors) and four concerning the financial system (banks, non-bank financial institutions, the financial markets and foreign
exchange soundness). In the Financial Stability Reports through the first half of 2014, financial stability conditions comprised macroprudential soundness conditions three
sectors (the domestic and global economies, households, corporations) and the financial system three sectors (banks, the financial markets, and foreign exchange soundness) as subjects for organization of the Financial Stability Map. In reflection of changes in the Financial Stability Report system from H2 2014, however, the Financial
Stability Map has been newly organized. If the decile reading of a particular dimension is 5~6, then this may be seen as a degree of stability in that dimension corresponding to its average levels in the past (since 1995).
2) The Financial Stability Index (FSI) is an index created by converting a variety of different financial stability indicators into a single index, and can be used as one of the indicators for judging overall macroprudential conditions. Here the optimum critical threshold Warning and Crisis stages are calculated on the basis of the “noise-to-signal
ratio” approach, at 8 and 22 respectively. For further details, refer to the April 2012 Financial Stability Report, <Box IV-1> “Outline of Financial Stability Index (FSI).”
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corporate profitability, the credit risks of firms
with sluggish performances continues, and there
is a possibility of this negatively affecting financial institution asset soundness in the short term.
And with the deepening of differences in performances across companies constraining private
consumption and facilities investment, it can in
the medium term also work as a factor causing
the potential growth of the Korean economy to
decline.
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Note: 1) The Financial Stability Index is measured based on values from 0 (min) to 100 (max).
The closer it is to 100, the higher the level of instability.
<The level during the Asian financial crisis (Jan. 1998) equals 100>
Source: The Bank of Korea

economy working as one in the medium term,
and in such cases the effects on the Korean
financial system also appear likely to be quite
large. Besides these, the slump in the euro zone,
the trend of Japanese yen weakening, etc. can
also have substantial negative effects on the
Korean economy in the short term. In particular,
should various potential external risks materialize all at once, then financial unrest could
spread, centering around emerging market
countries with fragile foreign exchange soundness conditions due to expansions in foreign
currency bond issuance, growing current
account imbalances and so on, and as it does it
is expected that the impacts on the Korean
financial system could become large.
Domestically, the household debt problem,
the sluggishness in corporate profitability, etc.
lurk as potential risk factors. With regard to the
household debt problem, given that real estate
prices are not falling greatly the possibility of its
transforming into a systemic risk is low, but with
the rate of increase in debt continuing to exceed
that in incomes, households’ financial soundness could deteriorate. Concerning the slump in

[Macroprudential soundness and
financial stability conditions]
1⃞ Households’ debt repayment burdens have
lightened slightly, but their financial soundness
has not shown any clear signs of improvement.
At 1,040 trillion won as of end-June 2014, household debt (household credit statistics basis) had
risen by 6.2% over the year before. This rate of
growth was up slightly compared to that (6.0%)
in 2013, but at a level below the average for the
preceeding five years (7.1%) as the trend of a
relatively low rate of increase since 2012 continued. The household debt-to-disposable income
ratio is not showing any trend of contraction,
however, in line with the relatively low level
seen in the rate of disposable income growth,
Amount and rate of increase1) of household debt2), and
household debt-to-disposable income3) ratio
(%)

(100 trillion won, %)
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Notes: 1) Period-end basis (year-on-year)
2) Household credit statistics basis
3) Disposable income for H1 2014 estimated using household disposable
income-to-gross national income ratio (average over the last three years)
Source: The Bank of Korea
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and had risen slightly over end-2013 (134.7%) to
135.1% (estimated) at the end of June 2014.
At 34.1% in the first half of 2014, households’
ratio of debt repayment expenditures relative to
disposable income had fallen since H1 2013
(35.2%), even despite the increase in household
debt. This was a result mainly of their interest
expenses having shrunken with the decline in
the Base Rate since the second half of 2012. The
household expenditure-toincome ratio fell slightly to 78.8% in H1 2014,
down by 0.2% points year-on-year, as the rate
of growth in household expenditure rose but
remained below the rate of household income
growth. Meanwhile, household net assets (ratio
of financial assets to financial liabilities) maintained a relatively favorable appearance.
Debt repayment expenditure1)-to-disposable income and
household expenditure2)-to-income3) ratios4)
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However, with debt reductions being carried
out in response to these declines in growth and
profitability, financial structure soundness has
improved. The proportions of enterprises with
debt ratios of 200% and above, and of those
with interest coverage ratios below 100%, have
fallen, and the share of companies having cash
flow coverage ratios below 100% has also main-

35.2
33.8

34.1

81

Distributions of indicators1) related to corporate financial
structure soundness

32
79.0
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<Interest coverage ratios2)>
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Notes: 1) Amounts of loan principal and interest repayment, credit card settlement costs, etc.
2) Consumption and non-consumption (taxes, pension/insurance payments, interest costs,
etc.) expenditures
3) Earned income, business income, property income, transfer income, etc.
4) Per household quarterly averages
Sources: The Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea

0

0

2⃞ The slumps in growth and profitability in
the corporate sector have worsened. With the
rate of corporate sales growth recording a negative figure (-0.7%) for the first time since immediately after the global financial crisis in 2009,
the stagnation in corporate growth has worsened. The operating income-to-sales ratio fell by
0.4% points, as the profitability at levels lower
than that during the global financial crisis has
continued.
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2) Operating income / Interest expenses
3) Cash flow from business operations / (Short-term borrowings + Interest
expenses)
Source: The Bank of Korea

tained a level similar to that in 2013.
The stagnation in corporate growth has meanwhile occurred as the sales of large export companies have declined to large extents, driven
especially by slumps in performance in the ship-

building industry, and the recent worsening of
corporate profitability appears to stem mainly
from this deepening stagnation in corporate
growth.
Rates of sales growth in shipbuilding industry1)2)
(%)

(%)

30

30
Top 3 companies
Excluding top 3 companies
Total shipbuilding industry
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itability, indicative of capacities to generate sustainable profits, has declined, net bank income
rose slightly year-on-year in H1 2014 - owing to
temporary increases in profits including increases in securities-related incomes, reductions in
loan losses, etc. The current ratio in Korean won
continues to maintain a high level far exceeding
the regulatory requirement (100%).
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3⃞ Bank management soundness has not
clearly emerged from the slump seen until now,
but it has recently been showing some slight
signs of improving. In H1 2014 the trends of
increase in banks’ deposits and lending expanded, while their growth rose and their asset
soundness also improved partially, on a decline
in occurrences of new bad loans and the carrying out of bad loan write-offs and sales.
Commercial bank substandard-and-below loan ratio, and
rates of deposit and lending increase1)
(%)
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The capital adequacy ratio (total capital ratio
basis) has meanwhile fallen slightly, but at
15.06% as of end-June 2014 was still greatly
exceeding the minimum Basel III capital adequacy ratio standard (8.0%), and capital adequacy has thus sustained its favorable appearance.
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Substandard-and-below loan ratio (RHS)
Rate of deposit increase (LHS)
Rate of lending increase (LHS)

2

Notes: 1) After setting aside of loan loss reserves
2) Assets with remaining maturities less than one month / Liabilities with
remaining maturities less than one month
Source: Financial Supervisory Service
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Moreover, even though bank structural prof-
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4⃞ The trend of recovery in profitability at
non-bank financial institutions has been weak,
but amid their maintaining of satisfactory levels
of capital adequacy their management soundness has improved slightly, with asset soundness
for example rising. The rates of increase in total
assets at insurance companies and mutual credit
cooperatives have accelerated, on valuation
gains on securities held, expanded inflows of
deposits, etc., but slowed at securities companies and credit-specialized financial companies
as their business slumps continue.

Non-bank financial institution net incomes
(trillion won)
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Sources : Financial institutions’ business reports

Non-bank financial institution rates of total asset growth,
by financial sector1)
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Note: 1) Excluding increases due to new market entries (NongHyup Life Insurance,
NongHyup Property & Casualty Insurance and Woori Card) and accounts
receivable of securities companies
Sources: Financial institutions’ business reports

Looking at profitability, net incomes have
risen - due to increased loan assets in the case of
mutual credit cooperatives, and to one-off factors such as gains on sales of stocks held in the
cases of insurance companies and credit-specialized financial companies. With delinquency
rates declining for example, asset soundness has
shown signs of improvement in most non-bank
financial sectors including at insurance companies, mutual credit cooperatives, credit-specialized financial companies and mutual savings
banks.
Capital adequacy has fallen somewhat at
securities companies, but in the remaining nonbank financial sectors it has either improved
slightly or maintained similar levels, while gen-
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erally sustaining a satisfactory picture exceeding
the financial regulatory standards.
5⃞ The domestic financial markets are showing comparatively stable trends even despite the
uncertainties about the future direction of monetary policy by the U.S. Fed and the financial
unrest in some emerging market countries, with
price variable volatility declining for instance.
Interest rate (3-year Treasury bond yield) volatility has shown somewhat of an expansion in the
second half, however, on changes in expectations related to a cut in the Bank of Korea Base
Rate.
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After showing a modest trend of decline from
the beginning of 2014, the Treasury bond (3year) yield has fallen relatively sharply since
June, under the influence for example of the
delay in economic recovery and of expectations
of a Base Rate cut, and as of end-September
2014 it recorded 2.30%. Stock prices (KOSPI)
had fluctuated in line with changes in expectations related to interest rate normalization by the
Fed, before rising from July to reach a historic
high (2,083) on July 30, influenced for example
by the government’s announcement of economic stimulus measures. It has since fallen, however, on the trend of Japanese yen weakening and
on a reversal to outflows of stock investment
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Note: 1) Based on Dow Jones Index for US, and MSCI for advanced and emerging market countries
Source: Bloomberg

In the corporate bond market, meanwhile,
with credit concerns having grown large due to
cuts in credit ratings for some large enterprises,
and to concerns about additional losses at some
medium-sized groups, non-prime companies
especially are experiencing funding difficulties.
Amid a continuing situation of excessive attention to prime bonds in the corporate bond
issuance market, the net redemptions of nonprime bonds rated A and below have continued.
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Current status of corporate bond1) net issuance2),
and proportion of prime bond issuance
(trillion won)
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Notes: 1) Excluding issuance of financial holding companies
2) Based on monthly averages
Sources: Korea Securities Depository, The Bank of Korea

Domestic bank borrowing spreads1) and CDS premium
(bp)

300

6⃞ Foreign exchange soundness has sustained
its satisfactory situation, owing for example to
the continuation of the current account surplus
and to the increase in net external assets. The
short-term external debt ratios have risen somewhat, but with net external assets expanding relatively rapidly, on increasing foreign exchange
reserves, the overall external payment capacity
is sound.
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On the back of the abundant foreign
exchange liquidity, domestic banks’ foreign currency funding conditions are also maintaining a
favorable situation. Their foreign currency borrowing spreads and CDS premiums have likewise sustained their low levels.
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The net inflows of foreigners’ portfolio investment funds have continued, centering around
funds for investment in stocks, although with the
U.S. dollar showing a trend of strengthening
there was a reversal to net outflows of
foreigners’ portfolio funds from the middle of
September. There is a possibility of these capital
outflows expanding going forward, in line with
changes in monetary policy by the Fed, with
unrest in emerging market countries, etc. But in
the case of the foreigners’ portfolio investment
funds that have flowed in recently, the proportion of public funds from central banks, sovereign wealth funds and so on is high (99.7% of
net inflows from January to September 2014
period), and the degree of volatility in their
inflows and outflows appears likely to be limited.

Change in population structure, and rate of
housing price increase1)
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[Analysis of recent financial
stability issues]
1⃞ In August of this year the LTV and DTI
ratio regulations were eased, and bank home
mortgage lending rates are also showing a trend
of decline, and there thus appears to be a possibility that bank home mortgage lending will
increase. In the results of empirical analysis
related to this as well, housing prices and
incomes are found to exert significant positive
effects on bank home mortgage lending, and
interest rates and financial regulations significant
negative effects on it.
Looked at from an overall perspective, however, as the bank home mortgage lending until
now has shown a close correlation with housing
market conditions, the possibility of the rate of
bank home mortgage lending expanding greatly
in the future is not anticipated to be high.
Expectations of a housing price increase due to
easing of the LTV and DTI regulations could rise
somewhat in the short term, but from a medium
to long term perspective, considering such factors as the underlying change in population
structure, it does not appear easy for these
expectations to spread greatly.
Related to the possibility of increased home
mortgage lending by banks, it seems necessary
to bear in mind that non-bank financial institu-
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Note: 1) Compared to previous year-ends
Sources: Statistics Korea, KB Kookmin Bank

tions’ management soundness could deteriorate
going forward. Since the same LTV and DTI regulatory ratios are applied in all financial sectors,
home mortgage loans from non-bank financial
institutions will be redeemed and changed into
home mortgage loans at banks, especially by
prime borrowers, and as this happens there are
worries that non-bank financial institution asset
sizes could shrink in the medium to long term
and their profitabilities worsen as a result. Moreover, as the quality of non-bank financial institution home mortgage loan assets could decline
further, there appears to be a possibility that
their asset soundness will also deteriorate.
Home mortgage borrower credit rating
distributions, by financial sector1)2)
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Source: NICE
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Given the full-scale retirements of the baby
boomer generation, and the possibility of their
expanded entries into small-scale private business, there is a need as well to bear in mind the
possibility of the recent easing of the LTV/DTI
regulations causing a structural increase in bank
home mortgage loans. The rate of increase in
income relative to that in debt is lower for
retirees than it is for other age groups, on top of
which profitability in some self-employed business areas is low, and there will be a possibility
of household loans going partially into default in
the future.
Rates of home mortgage loan and income increase ,
by age group
1)

(%)

16

ties investment. For the top-ranked firms on the
other hand, as the majority of them are in capital-intensive industries their coefficients of
employment are low, while due to the economic
uncertainties at home and abroad they do not
appear enthusiastic about facilities investment
even despite their high operating incomes.
Proportions1) in total operating income, by quantile
(%)

(%)
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Note: 1) Operating income of quantile / Total operating income
Source: KIS-Value

Tangible assets1) / Operating income2)
(%)
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■ High-profit corporations
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Note: 1) Based on Statistics Korea「Household Income
and Expenditure Survey」
Sources: Statistics Korea, Financial Supervisory Service

2⃞ The situation of corporate performance
concentration since the global financial crisis is
analyzed as having intensified, with the proportion in total firm income of that accounted for by
the firms with the highest operating incomes rising greatly. Should corporate performance concentration continue to deepen like this it could
negatively impact employment and facilities
investment. For firms whose operating incomes
are low, this is because their capacities to
expand employment are limited due to increases
in their personnel expense burdens, and also
because, with their ratios of facilities investment
volume to operating income rising, they may be
passive about any additional expansion in facili-
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0

2009

2011

2013

0

Notes: 1) Based on amounts of increase in tangible assets
2) Excluding low-profit corporations whose aggregate operating incomes are
negative
Source: KIS-Value

Meanwhile, as company holdings of shortterm financial assets increase, centering around
firms with the highest operating incomes, financial institutions’ funding is becoming shorter
term, and there is a probability of their financial
intermediary functions deteriorating as a result.
And if the level of concentration in the distribution of business proceeds is high, then com-

pared to the case where they are distributed
evenly the number of firms whose performances
worsen when an external or domestic shock
occurs will rise, while overall corporate financial
soundness can deteriorate to a relatively great
extent.
Changes in proportions of companies at risk at times of
business environment deterioration1)
(%)

(%)

35

35
30.2

Non-bank financial institution 2013 net incomes1),
compared to pre-financial crisis levels
Mutual credit cooperatives

Securities cos.

Credit card cos.
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24.3

25

25

22.8
18.3
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15

extents in the majority of non-bank sectors
including at securities companies, credit card
companies, mutual credit cooperatives, and so
on, with the exception of life insurance companies. Returns on assets have also fallen to 0.58 to
0.02 times their pre-crisis levels in most nonbank financial sectors.

+10.9%p

16.5
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Note: 1) Net incomes in 2013 compared to their base levels (2007=100)
Sources: Financial institutions’ business reports

Note: 1) Scenario 1 : 15% decline in profitability and 100bp increase in market interest
rates
Scenario 2 : 30% decline in profitability and 200bp increase in market interest
rates
Sources: The Bank of Korea, KIS-Value
(times)

To alleviate this concentration in corporate
performances, it is necessary to push steadily
ahead with corporate restructuring on the one
hand, while working to induce expansions in
facilities investment on the other hand, through
for example easing of the related regulations.
Monitoring will in addition have to be continually strengthened, to check on the possibilities of
decline in corporate financial soundness and
financial system stability following any occurrence of shock domestically or abroad.
3⃞ A look at the trend in non-bank financial
institution profitability from the time of the
financial crisis to 2013 shows that it did improve
temporarily after the crisis, but since 2010 has
worsened again in the majority of non-bank
financial sectors. If we compare the sizes of net
income in 2013 with those in 2007 just prior to
the financial crisis, they have declined to large

Non-bank financial sector ROAs1), compared to
pre-financial crisis levels

Mutual credit cooperatives

Securities cos.

Credit card cos.

Life insurance cos.

Note: 1) ROAs in 2013 compared to their base levels (2007=1)
Sources: Financial institutions’ business reports

The worsening in non-bank financial institution profitability results mainly from cyclical factors owing for example to the delay in recovery
of domestic demand, on top of structural factors
such as the declines in core revenue generating
capacity due to intensified competition, to
changes in the financial environment, and so on.
The core revenue sources influencing non-bank
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financial institution profitability, including securities companies’ brokerage commission fees
and credit card companies’ merchant fees, have
declined considerably compared to the prefinancial crisis period, while for life insurance
companies their investment yields have also fallen greatly due to the drop in interest rates. The
possibility of this decline in non-bank financial
institutions’ core revenue generating capacities
improving in a short period of time does not
seem high.

Non-bank financial institution capital adequacy ratios1),
by financial sector
(%)

■ 2008 ■ 2011 ■ June 2014
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(%)
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Note: 1) Life insurance companies’ risk-based capital ratio (supervisory standard 100%),
securities companies’ net operating capital ratio (150%), mutual credit cooperatives’ net capital ratio (2%; community credit cooperatives 4%), credit card
companies’ adjusted-capital ratio (8%), mutual savings banks’ BIS capital ratio
(5%; companies with assets of 2 trillion won or greater 6%)
Sources: Financial institutions’ business reports
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be kept in mind. To improve their conditions for
profit in the future, non-bank financial institutions must concentrate on boosting their cost
efficiency in the short term, and in the long term
strengthen their efforts for diversification of their
profit structures.

Note: 1) Source accounting for largest proportion of revenue in each sector
Sources: Financial institutions’ business reports

Considering their generally satisfactory loss
absorption capacities, however, the possibility of
the recent deterioration in profitability undermining non-bank financial institutions’ overall
management soundness does not appear to be
high. Due to the modification of prudential regulations since the global financial crisis, and to
financial institutions’ strengthening of their risk
management, capital adequacy ratios have risen
in most non-bank financial sectors with the
exception of securities companies, and their levels are also running well above the financial regulatory standards in all sectors.
Considering, however, that the likelihood of
profitability conditions improving distinctly
going forward is not significant, the possibility of
defaults in one specific non-bank financial sector transitioning into risks in other sectors must
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4⃞ Amid the long period of continuing low
interest rates since the global financial crisis, the
raising of foreign currency funds through
international debt securities issuance by emerging market economies (EMEs) has increased
greatly. In line with this, should market interest
rates rise owing for instance to monetary policy
normalization in advanced countries, the possibility is being suggested of outbreaks of financial
unrest in EMEs owing to rollover risks, etc. Due
to the increase in global liquidity since 2008, the
amounts outstanding of EMEs’ international debt
securities issuance (by issuer nationality) has
continually risen, to double its 1.3 trillion dollars
at the end of 2009 at 2.6 trillion dollars as of
end-June 2014.
The trends in Korea’s international debt securities issuance appear different from those in
other EMEs, however. The amount of Korean

international debt securities issuance has
increased by an average 8.7% per year since
2010, a level lower than the 17.1% rate of
increase for other EMEs on the whole, and a low
level compared as well with Korea’s average
15.4% in the 2002~2007 period prior to the global financial crisis. At the end of June this year,
Korea’s international debt securities amount outstanding stood at a volume of 186.4 billion dollars.
International debt securities outstanding
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seems a possibility, together with capital outflows, of financial unrest surfacing in some
EMEs.
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But while it is difficult to completely rule out
the possibility of the Korean financial markets
becoming unstable due to financial unrest arising in some EMEs related to this international
debt securities issuance, the effects are likely to
be limited. This is because Korea’s economic
fundamentals related to international debt securities issuance are being assessed as relatively
favorable, with its rate of international debt
securities issuance maintaining a low level amid
abundant domestic foreign exchange liquidity
against the background of current account surShort-term external debt and international debt securities
ratios in Korea1)
(%)

(%)
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Meanwhile, in a situation in which overseas
bond issuance by EMEs has expanded greatly, if
expectations should spread of early policy rate
hikes by central banks in advanced countries
such as the U.S. and the U.K., or concerns about
a hard landing of the Chinese economy, there
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Note: 1) End-June 2014 basis (for GDP, end-2013)
Sources: BIS, IMF WEO
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pluses, the short-term external debt-to-GDP
ratio also sustaining a trend of decline, and so
on. Bearing in mind, however, that the channels
for transmission of external shocks to EMEs have
expanded, from the domestic foreign exchange,
stock and bond markets formerly to the international debt securities markets now as well, there
is a need to further strengthen monitoring related to trends in the international financial markets.
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Appendices

Monetary Policy Decision

Monetary Policy in October 15,2014
The Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank
of Korea decided today to lower the Base Rate
by 25 basis points, from 2.25% to 2.00%.
Based on currently available information the
Committee considers that, although the trend of
economic recovery in the US has been sustained, the sluggishness of economic activities in
the euro area has continued while trends of economic growth in emerging market countries
have differed from country to country. The Committee forecasts that the global economy will
sustain its modest recovery going forward, centering around the US, but judges that the possibility exists of its being affected by the changes
in global financial market conditions stemming
from the shift in the US Federal Reserve’s monetary policy stance, by the prolongation of economic sluggishness in the euro area, by the
weakening of economic growth in some emerging market countries, and by geopolitical risks.
In Korea, while exports have sustained a
favorable pattern and consumption has
improved somewhat, the Committee judges that
facilities investment remains sluggish and that
economic agents’ sentiment has only partially
recovered. On the employment front, the number of persons employed has expanded steadily,
led by increases in the 50-and-above age group
and in the service sector. The Committee
expects that the negative output gap in the
domestic economy will gradually narrow going
forward, although the time of its disappearance
will be somewhat later than previously forecast.
Consumer price inflation fell from 1.4% the
month before to 1.1% in September, due mainly
to an increase in the extent of decline in petrole-
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um product prices and to slowdowns in the
rates of industrial product price increase. Core
inflation excluding agricultural and petroleum
product prices fell to 1.9%, from 2.4% in August.
The Committee forecasts that, after remaining
low due primarily to the stability of agricultural
and international oil prices, inflation will gradually rise next year; it judges, however, that inflationary pressures will be somewhat weaker than
previously expected. In the housing market, the
upward trends of sales prices in both Seoul and
its surrounding areas and the rest of the country
accelerated. As to leasehold deposit prices, the
scale of their increase widened somewhat in
Seoul and its surrounding areas, while their
uptrend in the rest of the country exhibited a
pace similar to that in the preceding month.
In the domestic financial markets, amid
heightened international financial market volatility, stock prices have fallen significantly, influenced for example by a shift to net selling of
stocks by foreign investors. The Korean won has
depreciated rapidly, and long-term interest rates
have fallen substantially.
Looking ahead, while supporting the recovery
of economic growth, the Committee will conduct monetary policy so as to maintain price stability over a medium-term horizon and pay
greater attention to financial stability. In this
process it will closely monitor external risk factors such as the shift in the US Federal Reserve’s
monetary policy stance, as well as the trends of
household debt and of capital flows.

Monetary Policy in November 13,2014
The Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank
of Korea decided today to leave the Base Rate
unchanged at 2.00% for the intermeeting period.
Based on currently available information the
Committee considers that, although the trend of
economic recovery in the US has been sustained, the sluggishness of economic activities in
the euro area has continued while trends of economic growth in emerging market countries
have differed from country to country. The Committee forecasts that the global economy will
sustain its modest recovery going forward, centering around the US, but judges that the possibility exists of its being affected by changes in
the monetary policies of major countries, by the
prolongation of economic sluggishness in the
euro area, by the weakening of economic
growth in some emerging market countries, and
by geopolitical risks.
In Korea, the Committee judges that exports
have sustained a favorable pattern, that indicators of domestic demand have been alternating
between improvements and worsening, and that
economic agents’ sentiments have been sluggish. On the employment front, the number of
persons employed has expanded steadily, led by
increases in the 50-and-above age group and in
the service sector. The Committee expects that
the negative output gap in the domestic economy will gradually narrow going forward, albeit
at a moderate pace.

Seoul and its surrounding areas and in the rest
of the country continued their uptrends.
In the domestic financial markets, the Korean
won has depreciated considerably against the
US dollar but appreciated significantly against
the Japanese yen, in line with the US dollar’s
strength globally and with the Japanese yen’s
weakness due mainly to the expansion of the
Bank of Japan’s quantitative and qualitative
monetary easing. Stock prices have rebounded,
after having fallen significantly due for example
to concerns about the slowdown of the global
economy and to outflows of foreigners’ securities investment funds. Long-term interest rates
have declined.
Looking ahead, while supporting the recovery
of economic growth, the Committee will conduct monetary policy so as to maintain price stability over a medium-term horizon and pay
attention to financial stability. In this process it
will closely monitor external risk factors such as
shifts in major countries’ monetary policies, as
well as the trends of household debt and of capital flows.

Consumer price inflation rose from 1.1% the
month before to 1.2% in October, due mainly to
a narrowing of the extent of decline in agricultural product prices. Core inflation excluding
agricultural and petroleum product prices fell to
1.8%, from 1.9% in September, owing primarily
to slowdowns in the rates of industrial product
price increase. The Committee forecasts that,
after remaining low for the time being, inflation
will gradually rise next year. In the housing market, sales and leasehold deposit prices in both
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Monetary Policy in December 11,2014
The Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank
of Korea decided today to leave the Base Rate
unchanged at 2.00% for the intermeeting period.
Based on currently available information the
Committee considers that, although the trend of
economic recovery in the US has become more
evident, the sluggishness of economic activities
in the euro area has continued while trends of
economic growth in emerging market countries
have differed from country to country. The Committee forecasts that the global economy will
sustain its modest recovery going forward, centering around the US, but judges that the possibility exists of its being affected by changes in
the monetary policies of major countries, by the
prolongation of economic sluggishness in the
euro area, by the weakening of economic
growth in some emerging market countries, and
by geopolitical risks.
In Korea, while exports have maintained generally favorable movements the Committee
judges that the recoveries of consumption and
facilities investment have been inadequate and
that the sentiments of economic agents remain
weak. On the employment front, the number of
persons employed has expanded steadily, led by
increases in the 50-and-above age group and in
the service sector. The Committee expects that
the negative output gap in the domestic economy will gradually narrow going forward, albeit
at a moderate pace.
Consumer price inflation fell from 1.2% the
month before to 1.0% in November, due mainly
to declines in petroleum product prices and to
slowdowns in the rates of industrial product
price increase. Core inflation excluding agricultural and petroleum product prices fell to 1.6%,
from 1.8% in October. Looking ahead, the Committee forecasts that inflation will gradually rise,
after remaining at a low level for a considerable
time influenced for example by declines in
international oil prices. In the housing market
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the uptrend of sales prices has slowed, centering
around Seoul and its surrounding areas, while
leasehold deposit prices have continued to rise
at a pace similar to that in October.
In the domestic financial markets, the Korean
won has continued its depreciation against the
US dollar and its appreciation against the Japanese yen, in line with the strength of the dollar
globally and the weakness of the yen. Stock
prices, after having fluctuated within a relatively
narrow range, have fallen to a considerable
extent. Long-term market interest rates had
shown a decline, in reflection mainly of expectations related to the monetary policies of major
countries, but have rebounded.
Looking ahead, while supporting the recovery
of economic growth, the Committee will conduct monetary policy so as to maintain price stability over a medium-term horizon and pay
attention to financial stability. In this process it
will closely monitor external risk factors such as
shifts in major countries’ monetary policies, as
well as the trends of household debt and of capital flows.

Organization of the Bank of Korea
(As of June 2014)

MONETARY POLICY COMMITTEE

GOVERNOR

SENIOR DEPUTY GOVERNOR

AUDITOR

DEPUTY GOVERNORS(5)

DEPARTMENTS
IN HEAD OFFICE (14)

•Planning & Coordination
Department
•Communications
Department
•Information Technology
Department
•Personnel & Administration
Department
•The Bank of Korea
Academy
•Research Department
•Economic Statistics
Department

DOMESTIC
BRANCHES (16)

•Macroprudential Analysis
Department
•Monetary Policy &
Markets Department
•Payment & Settlement
Systems Department
•Currency Department
•International Department
•Reserves Management
Group
•Economic Research
Institute

OVERSEAS
REPRESENTATIVE
OFFICES (5)

•Busan
•Daegu &
Gyeongbuk
•Mokpo
•Gwangju &
Jeonnam
•Jeonbuk
•Daejeon &
Chungnam
•Chungbuk
•Gangwon

AUDIT
DEPARTMENT

•Incheon
•Jeju
•Gyeonggi
•Gyeongnam
•Gangneung
•Ulsan
•Pohang
•Gangnam

•New York
•Frankfurt
•Tokyo
•London
•Beijing
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The Bank of Korea’s Internet Web Site
1. Press releases and publications are posted on the Bank of Korea’s web Site (http://www.bok.or.kr)
2. Internet Web Site Menus are set out below :

Objectives of Monetary Policy
Monetary Policy Framework
Monetary Policy Committee
Monetary Policy Decisions
Monetary Policy

Monetary Policy Instruments
Monetary Policy Transmission Mechanism
Monetary Policy Reports
Monetary Policy since the Global Financial Turmoil

Financial Stability
Payment Systems
FX & Int'l Relations
Recent Papers & Publications
By subject
Research Papers

Periodicals
Books
BOK Working Papers

Currency

Other Papers

Press Releases
Governor’s Message
Introduction
Organization
Function
About BOK

Releases & Publications
The Bank of Korea Act
Location
The Bank of Korea CI
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Monthly
Quarterly
Semiannual
Annual

List of Publications
Periodical
Frequency

Language

Dissemination
Type*

The Bank of Korea

Annually

English

P, O

Annual Report

Annually

English

P, O

Financial Statement Analysis

Annually

English

O

Financial System in Korea

Annually

English

O

The Korean Economy

Annually

English

O

Annual Report on the Payment and Settlement Systems

Annually

English

O

Monetary Policy Report

Semiannually

English

P, O

Financial Stability Report

Semiannually

English

P, O

Economic Papers

Semiannually

English

P, O

Inflation Report

Semiannually

Korean

P, O

Quarterly Bulletin

Quarterly

English

P, O

Economic Analysis

Quarterly

English

P, O

BOK Economic Outlook

Quarterly

Korean

P, O

Monthly Bulletin

Monthly

Korean

P, O

BOK Working Papers

Occasionally

Korean

P, O

BOK Economic Brief

Occasionally

Korean

O

BOK Economic Review

Occasionally

Korean

P, O

BOK Issue Note

Occasionally

Korean

P, O

Monetary Policy in Korea

Occasionally

English

O

Title

* Note ∶P : printed publication, O : available on-line at the Bank of Korea’s web site
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Statistics

Contents

Frequency

Dissemination
Type*

Monthly Statistical
Monthly Statistical Bulletin
Bulletin

Major national economic statistics covering money and banking, prices,
balance of payments, foreign trade, industry, employment, national
accounts, etc.

Monthly

P, B

Economic Statistics Yearbook

Statistics included in the Monthly Statistical Bulletin and others

Annually

P, B

Principal Economic Indicators

Principal indicators and the statistics included in the Monthly Statistical
Bulletin

Semimonthly

B

Money & Banking Statistics

Statistics on monetary aggregates(M1, M2, M3, etc.), the principal
accounts of CBs & SBs and other financial institutions, capital market
trends, principal interest rates, etc.

Monthly

B

Regional Financial Statistics

Statistics on the issuance and withdrawal of banknotes and coin by
the BOK’s branches, the deposits and loans of the BOK, CBs & SBs,
other financial institutions by province, etc.

Monthly

B

Balance of Payments

Current account, capital account, financial accounts, exports & imports
by type of goods, indexes of foreign trade and terms of trade, etc.

Monthly

B

Price Statistics Summary

Brief review of price movements, statistical compilation procedures
and statistics on the producer price index for 923 commodities, and
export and import price indexes for 227 and 222 goods.

Every 5 years

P, B

Brief analysis of price movements and statistics on producer price index,
export price index, import price index, prices of major world trade
commodities, etc.

Monthly

B

Outline of compilation method, inter-industrial structure of the Korean
economy, transactions tables, input coefficients matrices, production
inducements coefficients matrices, supporting tables

Every 5 years

B, C

Principal indicators of national accounts, consolidated accounts for the
nation, income accounts by institutional sector, capital finance account
by institutional sector, supporting tables

Annually

P, B, C

Gross domestic product by kind of economic activity, expenditure on
gross domestic product

Quarterly

P, B

Financial Statement Analysis

Summary of survey results, description of survey methods, explanation
of company accounts and financial analysis ratios, statistics of
estimated balance sheets, income statements, statistics of cost of
goods manufactured, funds flow statements and financial ratios, series
of major countries’ financial analysis ratios, etc.

Annually

P, B

Flow of Funds

Financial surpluses and deficits by economic sector, fund raising and
investment by non-financial sectors, the financial sector’s sources and
uses of funds, accumulation of financial assets

Quarterly

P, B

Title

Monthly Prices

Input-Output Tables

National Accounts

Gross Domestic Product

* Notes ∶P : printed publication,
B : on-line database system (ECOS, accessible via the Bank of Korea’s Web Site),
C : CD-ROM
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List of the Bank of Korea Working Papers*
Serial No.

Title

2010-1

Japanese Income Gap : Current Status and Its Implication

2010-2

In the Post Crisis Debate about the FRB’s Position

2010-3

The Major Contents of U.S. Reforming Financial Acts and Forecast

2010-4

The Implications of the cases of Sovereign Debt Default
for the Southern Europe’s Financial Crisis

2010-5

The Current Status and Implication of the Business in low income groups
(BOP: Base of the Economic Pyramid)

2010-6

Policy Implications of the IT Industry-oriented Growth

2010-7

The Major Contents of Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act

2011-1

Business Succession in Japan : Present Practice and Its Implication

2011-2

Korean Overseas Construction : Current Status and Challenges

2011-3

The Arrival of“the Period of Displaced Elderly”in Japan and Policy in Response

2011-4

Analysis of supply chain in manufacturing industries

* Published in Korean only.

List of the Bank of Korea Economic Brief*
Title

Serial No.
2010-12

Decline in Household Savings Rate and its Policy Tasks

2011-1

The Background of the Increase in the Volatility of Won/Dollar Exchange
Rate and its Implications

2011-2

Analysis of Factors Affecting the Changes in Term Structure of Interest Rates

2011-3

Characteristics and Current Status of Nonviable SMEs

2011-4

Current Status of and Suggestions for Quality Job Supply and Demand

2012-1

Analysing the Sluggish Money Growth after the Global Financial Crisis

* Published in Korean only.
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Titles of Articles Appearing in Monthly Bulletin*
April 2013 ~ September 2014

April 2013
◇⃞ Uncertainty of GDP Gap Estimation and Moneytary Policy
◇⃞ National Accounts in 2012
May 2013
◇⃞ Analysis of FDI Flows to Major Asian Emerging Market Countries
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in 2012
June 2013
◇⃞ Report on the Construction of a Fiscal Model Based on the Bank Quarterly Macro-econometric
Model (BOK12)
◇⃞ 2012 International Investment Position by Region and Currency
July 2013
◇⃞ Impact on Financial Stability of Changes in the Pattern of Credit-specialized Financial
Companies’ Fund Raising and Fund Operations
◇⃞ The Retail Payment System and the Role of the Central Bank
◇⃞ The Current World Economic movements and Future Outlook
August 2013
◇⃞ Analysis of Exchange Rate Pass-through into Export Prices: A Cost Side Approach
◇⃞ Relationship between Financial Stability and Banking Sector External Debt in Emerging
Market Countries
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in the First Half of 2012
September 2013
◇⃞ Impact of Inflation on Real Investment
◇⃞ Balance of Payments in the First Half of 2013
October 2013
◇⃞ Analysis of Inter- industry Labor Mobility and Implications
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in the First Half of 2013

* Published in Korean and English(Summary only)
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November 2013
◇⃞ Results of the Reconstruction of the VAR Model Block of the BOK’s
Macroeconomic Modeling System
◇⃞ Financial Statement Analysis for 2012
December 2013
◇⃞ Estimation of Korea’s Money Demand Function Considering the Asymmetry
of the Exchange Rate Effect
◇⃞ Foreign Currency Liquidity Stress Test model of the Banking System
◇⃞ Trends of Total Deposit at Commercial & Specialized Banks during the first half of 2013
January 2014
◇⃞ Korea’s FCI Development, and an Evaluation of its Usefulness
◇⃞ Analysis of Factors Causing Changes in US Unemployment Rate since the Financial Crisis
◇⃞ World Economic Development and Outlook in 2013
◇⃞ Analysis of Price Trends in 2013
◇⃞ Financial and Foreign Exchange Trends in 2013
February 2014
◇⃞ Results of BOKGPM Development
◇⃞ Details of the Modifications to Major Finance-related Laws in 2013
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